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Abstract of Thesis Entitled: 
An Interdisciplinary Study of Film and Religion: 
Exploring Evangelistic Films and Audience Interpretation in Hong Kong 
Via the Case Study of a Local Evangelistic Film The Miracle Box 
Submitted by Ho Wing Ki 
For the Degree of Master of Philosophy in Communication 
At The Chinese University of Hong Kong in September 2005 
In the last decade, evangelistic films have emerged in Hong Kong as a new 
genre. Whilst the earlier productions mostly circulated among Christian 
audience only, the latest evangelistic films have lured a wider audience 
including non-Christians. This paper is an exploratory study of evangelistic 
films and its reception. Scholars declare that religion and media are coming to a 
convergence and, with their assumption of the huge potentials of the genre, are 
optimistic towards the films of piety. Taking the path of an interdisciplinary 
study of film and religion, which has emerged as a fairly new field, this study 
aims to test whether the assumed potentials of evangelistic films are realized in 
terms of audience reception. In specific, my attempt is to explore patterns of 
interpretation of local evangelistic films and to discuss the implications. A local 
evangelistic film The Miracle Box is selected as the case for examination. The 
major method of study is in-depth interviews with the audience, which would 
advance previous examinations in the field that largely rely on individual film 
critiques. The reception data is also supplemented with production interviews 
and textual analysis of selected local evangelistic films. 
The thesis suggests a route of evangelistic film interpretation. The first step 
is audience，endorsement of an advance in the perceived quality of evangelistic 
films. As a result, evangelistic films are more welcomed among audience. As 
evangelistic films are gradually considered comparable to mainstream movies, 
some viewers solely extract the entertainment value of the films and have no 
intention in making religious meanings. This could be considered as one mode 
of reception. The interpretation could also be elevated to the level of religious 
meaning generation. Three devices are identified in the process: 1) genre; 2) 
symbols; and 3) critical moments. In general evangelistic films manage to raise 
religious contemplations and make known the Christian perspective. 
i 
Nevertheless the potential effect is moderated by audience agency. Viewers' 
sense making out of evangelistic films have demonstrated individual autonomy 
in assembling a religious discourse from a rich variety of resources. As the same 
story, the same symbols, and the same scenes are presented in front of different 
viewers, viewers have considerable agency to define resources they consider 
relevant and to cobble what is religiously meaningful to them. The audience' 
attitude to evangelistic films also illustrate the fluidity of people's spiritual quest. 
Among the non-believers, many would acknowledge the possibility of belief but 
refuse to affirm belief. There is an enormous openness to exploring possibilities 
of belief and a willing suspension of hesitancy to confront the grounds of faith 
and morality. 
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In the last decade, evangelistic films have emerged in Hong Kong as a new 
genre. Whilst the earlier productions mostly circulated only among Christian 
audience, the latest evangelistic films have lured a wider audience including 
non-Christians. As a Christian, I am delighted to see a new stream in 
evangelistic media but I am also concerned how evangelistic films are perceived 
and interpreted among the viewers. This study is an exploratory research on 
local evangelistic films, particularly focusing on audience reception. 
Following this chapter of introduction, Chapter 2 is a literature review in 
the study of the confluence of religion and media in order to familiarize the 
readers with the field to which my study belongs. While there used to be 
suspicion against the use of media in religious contexts, some scholars argue 
religion and media are meant to converge by their very nature. Adding to this is 
a transition in religion with which films are capable of matching to channel 
religious messages. I will discuss the scholars' view as to the potential of films 
for religious use as well as some development of the interdisciplinary study of 
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religion and film. The significance of my study in contributing empirical data to 
the emerging field will thereby be explicated. 
In Chapter 3 I will define the objective of my study and provide the local 
context for the study. The objective of this study is to explore how viewers 
interpret evangelistic films. In particular, my attempt is to identify the devices 
that aid viewers in generating religious meanings from evangelistic films and to 
compare the use of those devices among Christian and non-Christian viewers. I 
will briefly record the introduction of evangelistic films in Hong Kong and its 
development so far in the chapter. To facilitate further discussions, I will also 
outline the plot and scenes in sequence of a selected evangelistic film The 
Miracle Box. This film will serve as an illustrating case to which I will often 
refer in the discussions that follow. The major method of this research is 
audience in-depth interview, supplemented with production research and textual 
analysis. Methods of research are also included in this chapter. 
The next two chapters contain the major argument and findings of my 
study. The format of the chapters is to serve as a virtual platform of dialogue 
where both the producer's intention and the audience' interpretation will be 
presented. In Chapter 4 I will first establish the goals of evangelistic films and 
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then proceed to discuss some common perceptions and expectations about the 
genre. I will also illustrate the viewers' observation of an advance in 
evangelistic films. Evangelistic films are more welcomed among audience 
thanks to the advance and the changing perception, and this is a prerequisite for 
the discussion of further meaning making. 
Based on the foundation of Chapter 4, in Chapter 5 I will present three 
devices that yield religious meanings in evangelistic films. The three devices are 
1) genre; 2) symbols; and 3) critical moments. I will discuss how each device 
operates in audience interpretation by both Christians and non-Christians. 
Chapter 6 is the conclusion where I will summarize the whole thesis and 
synthesize the findings with some of the scholars' statements. The route of 
interpretation and the three devices help us identify a pattern of interpretation in 
evangelistic films. Yet viewers' various interpretations also demonstrate 
audience has considerable agency in assembling religious meanings out of 
evangelistic films. The potential effect of evangelistic films is moderated by 
audience autonomy. In the same chapter, limitations of the study are also 





Convergence of Religion and Media 
Scholars have gradually realized how the seed of convergence have long 
been planted in religion and film by their very nature. Though there might exist 
different definitions of religion, scholars have focused the argument on the 
characteristics rather than a definition of religion and they argued for the ways 
these characteristics of religion suggest its commonality with film. Bergesen 
(2000) claimed that “religion is story before it is anything else and after it is 
everything else, as hope-renewing experiences are captured in symbols and 
woven into stories that are told and retold." He further illustrated that this 
"hope-renewing experience" is also the "experiences of grace", where 
something happens in human affairs cannot be attributed to the normal 
workings of the world, hence suggesting the presence of a superior and more 
purposeful presence such as God. Emphasizing religion as passed down 
symbol-assembled stories of such grace experiences, Bergesen considered it 
only natural that film would function well as religious work since it is also a 
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story form.i Film as religious expression is certainly not unanimously 
embraced though. As presented by Lyden (1997), "to commend or to 
critique?" 一 that is the question. 
Three Conventional Approaches to the Media of Popular Piety 
On the use of media to blend in religious messages, there have long been 
three types of conception. Ferre (2003) outlined these three approaches that 
• 2 
religious groups used to view and use the media . 
The first approach takes media as neutral conduits. This approach 
coincides with Shannon and Weaver's sender-transmission-receiver model. The 
media are neutral instruments with the power for good or evil. What matters 
most is who controls them and what they say. Religious groups holding this 
approach consider communications technologies as value-free gifts from God 
and are open to the adoption of the media to amplify the good message they 
have to offer. 
The second approach considers media as modes of knowing. It regards 
religion put in popular media forms the enemy of authentic religious experience. 
‘ S e e Bergesen, A J. & Greeley, A.M. (2000) Ch.2. Movies as Story and Metaphor. & Ch.l3. 
How to Put God in a Movie. 
2 See Mitchell, J. & Marriage, S. (2003) Ch.8. The Media of Popular Piety. 
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Postman (1985) believed that "the form in which ideas are expressed affects 
what those ideas will be." Debating against television evangelism, he asserted 
that the core characteristic of television is entertainment and accused that 
television converts religion into entertainment as well and promotes values that 
have everything to do with audience share but nothing to do with the rigorous 
demands of true religious devotion. Mediated religion is largely seen as 
degraded religion. Those holding this approach show a more cautious and 
skeptical attitude to religious use of the media. 
In between the above two contrasting views is the third approach which 
considers media as social institutions. Here meaning in the media is believed to 
be determined neither by the content sender solely nor in the technology itself 
but in the processes of social construction. Media use is regarded as a set of 
rituals that unifies the community in common belief and activity. The human 
actors in the process of communication, from producers to users, are important 
in this approach. It takes a more holistic concern with the negotiation in the 
processes of production as well as the ways people interpret the media they use. 
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Current Trend of Religion 
We discussed three approaches to the religious use of the media in the 
above. In Hoover and Venturelli's (2003) observation, audience practices of 
reception are indeed subverting the bright line that we once thought existed 
between religion and the media. Religious practice inhabits an emerging 
‘religious-symbolic marketplace' constructed at the confluence of religion and 
the media. Religion is said to be restructuring, away from a situation where 
religious institutions and histories are definitive to a situation where individual 
practice, according to its own logic, becomes more definitive. 
There emerges in contemporary society a quest culture, a search for 
certainty, but also the hope for a more authentic, intrinsically satisfying life. 
Roof (1999) observed that Americans are in an open, questing mood not so 
much because they reject religious belief, but as a result of having perhaps lost 
faith in the secular alternatives - in progress, science, therapy, politics, 
consumption. Many share an uncertainty as to exactly what to believe or where 
to find answers to pressing questions. That uncertainty, not just about religion, 
extends to most social institutions. A hunger for certainty leads some people to 
embrace the neo-traditional formulations of faith and truth, but it seems many 
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others opt to simply acknowledge the possibility of belief but do not necessarily 
affirm belief. They want to believe in something but are unsure what and find it 
difficult to settle upon a firm conviction. There is a staggering openness to 
exploring possibilities of belief and a willing suspension of hesitancy to 
confront the grounds of faith and morality. 
Roof observed that in such contexts religious idioms become highly 
textured and multi-layered. In a mediated and consumption-oriented society, 
religion becomes a cultural resource broadly available to the masses. 
Responsibility falls more upon the individual to cobble together a religious 
world from images, symbols, moral codes, and doctrines that are available. 
Individuals thereby exercise considerable agency in defining and shaping what 
is considered to be religiously meaningful. Roof believed it is much too simple 
to describe these changes as secularization as is all too commonly done; far 
from being a linear, cumulative historical process in the diminution of the 
religious, the modem religious situation is much more complex and adaptable. 
Roof defined this a transition towards "reflexive spirituality," that is, "a 
situation encouraging a more deliberate, engaging effort on people's part for 
their own spiritual formation, both inside and outside religious communities." 
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Spiritual seeking is elevated as prominent religious theme and can itself be a 
creative, revitalizing experience, even a venue to transforming the meaning of 
the religious itself. 
In such, religion identity is today oriented toward the 'self and tends to be 
more private, subjective, implicit and reflexive than in the past. It is 
increasingly oriented toward symbols. At the same time, the range of symbolic 
resources relevant to spiritual questing, available through all media, is wide and 
ever-expanding and thus offer a point of convergence for religion and media. 
Autonomous selves tend to pick and choose from among symbols and construct 
their religion identities with reference to these symbols. 
Characteristics of Film 
As Murray (1997)3 p^ ^ "cinema.. .enlivens human dimensions that 
are somewhat underdeveloped in our scientific, technological and to the bitter 
end, rationalized cultures: the symbolic and the poetic, sensibility and emotion. 
It strengthens weakened possibilities that have to do in part with the religious. It 
brings back to life the sense of mystery by making us love what is not 
3 Murray, J. (1997) Hamlet on the Holodeck. New York: The Free Press. Referred from 
Mitchell, J. & Marriage, S. (2003) Ch . l l . Christ in the Media: Considerations on the 
Negotiation of Meaning in Religious Television. 
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immediately perceivable, what is beyond appearance and evidence." This is the 
power of film. Different scholars have expressed their optimism when 
discussing the potential of film to channel religious sentiment. 
Rich Resources 
Composed of images, films are full of these symbolic resources for 
audience to take from. As a BBC religious broadcaster wrote: 
“I have found the search for contemporary images for religious ideas and ideals 
by far the most satisfying aspect of the work of a television producer. To find a 
contemporary image for a religious truth is to continue the work of painters, 
posts, musicians and dramatists... All we felt we could do was provide a 
sufficient richness of imagery for viewers to be at least offered a ride beneath 
the surface of things; what connections they made were up to them. Little is 
explained in the program... the revelatory power of a combination of images to 
shock, touch or alter the sensibilities of viewers is taken away if, as in so much 
television, they are first told what responses to have.”^ A prominent advantage 
of film is its richness of images with equivocal meaning for audience to freely 
4 Armstrong, P. (1988) Television as a Medium for Theology. The Trial of Faith. Eaton, P. 
Worthing, UK: Churchman. Referred from Mitchell, J. & Marriage, S. (2003) Ch . l l . 
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take as cultural resources and work out on their own to map out their religious 
world. 
Liminoid Consciousness 
Turner (1993) asserted that when an individual becomes engrossed in a 
film, one enters a fragile state of changed consciousness — the 'liminoid' state in 
his words. In this dynamic, the everyday world fades away, and the person is 
inwardly focused in 'another world'. As viewers are seated in the dark, the 
screen comes to life and the sound wraps around them, the everyday world is 
overcome by the shadows, lights, rhythm, actions and the passions presented. 
Emotion and sensibility are sharpened. Film combines the power of visual 
images, soundtracks and other auditory effects. This result in an integrative 
experience unfolding before the audience that is more intense, more riveting, 
and more participatory. 
Two positive outcomes are suggested about the liminoid state. The first is 
that in the liminoid state negative stereotypes can be bypassed. This is of value 
to religious communicators who are often working against mass audiences' 
negative perceptions of religion and religious believers. Second is that a viewer 
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is drawn into unaccustomed worldviews，questions and conflicts. Story invite 
individuals to consider issues and experiences even though they may be quite 
different from the familiar. A gripping story that raises metaphysical questions 
may overcome a viewers' disinterest or antipathy to religious questions or 
i d e a s . 5 
Transcendence 
Oswalt (2003) suggested that visual images also offer films an ability to 
provide the experience of transcendence. And it is through transcendence that 
we sense and explore the ways film might mimic religious experience. Film 
gives us creative ways to approximate transcendence. Technology allows 
filmmakers to transport viewers to another world graphically, not simply 
through description. This transference takes viewers beyond themselves and the 
ordinary and deals with topics that are beyond the mundane experiences of their 
lives. Hess (2001) also pinpointed this vital role of popular culture in "making 
‘strange，experiences accessible" and thus functioning "to bring people into the 
orbit of experiences that previously were forbidden or even unmentionable". 
5 See also Mitchell, J. & Marriage, S. (2003) Ch . l l . Christ in the Media: Considerations on the 
Negotiation of Meaning in Religious Television, 
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Engaging the World Through Images 
In the above we come to understand how personal autonomy is gaining 
ground in religion and how film is capable of seizing this current. Kozlovic 
(2003) explicated eight types of justifications for celluloid religion that have 
been used by different scholars. Cinematic expression of religion is favorable in 
terms of: 1) extrapolation from sacred scriptures and theology; 2) spiritual 
growth and transformation; 3) visual piety and cinematic sacraments; 4) 
evangelical and scripture study tool; 5) positive after-effects of the movies; 6) 
educational values of the movies; 7) modernity; and 8) satiation of spiritual 
hunger. These propositions legitimize the power of film to work for religious 
needs. Kozlovic concludes that cinematic theology is inevitably here to stay. 
This leads us to ponder the position of film, which goes beyond simply 
reactive to religion. In fact we can look at the relationship the other way round -
film influences religion as well - since the relationship between the two is a 
two-way flow. Roof (1993) argued that this generation is heavily influenced by 
a "visual mode of communication" in the way they think of salvation because of 
a shift from the printed word to image. He declared, "a close affinity exists 
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between mode of communication and religious and spiritual styles". In a print 
culture, priority is given to the "objective, to the rational use of the mind" which 
fosters "religious discourse with logically ordered content." Such a culture leads 
to a flourishing of "doctrinal debate and theological reflection." On the other 
hand, in the contemporary culture where images are prominent, the subjective 
takes precedence over the objective and the constant flow of ever-changing 
images replaces the coherent, orderly arrangement of ideas. This "fluidity and 
instantaneity" not only shapes what we know, but alters the process of knowing 
itself. The use of fast-moving images reconstructs our "sense of reality" to be in 
constant change and without permanence, and we are transferred "from one 
psychological world to another". Roof considered such transference similar to 
the images, insights, thoughts and emotions that arise out of the inner life of the 
spiritual pilgrim.^ 
6 Roof, W. C. (1993) Ch.5. Across a Great Spiritual Divide. 
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An Interdisciplinary Endeavor 
The interdisciplinary study of religion and film is a fairly new area and 
Ostwalt (2003) commented that it "has yet to emerge as a truly interdisciplinary 
field". This study is best done between disciplines, and one of the goals of the 
exploration of religion and film is to encourage film studies, religious studies, 
and popular culture studies scholars to communicate better for collaborative 
work. Ostwalt highlighted the necessity of distinguishing which films can be 
considered as "religious". Some films may appear "religious" on the surface but 
only use religion as a backdrop of the story without addressing religious issues 
in its core. He argued that only films that raise religious questions and concerns 
for the audiences are qualified for a meaningful examination of the relationship 
of film and religion.7 
Much of the early work in religion and film studies focused on classic or 
art films. Early scholarship commonly assumes that only highbrow films could 
be religious. But today more and more emphasis is being placed on popular 
films because of their potential for reaching mass audiences. Kozlovic (2002) 
suggested that popular films could be employed as faith enhancers, knowledge 
bearers, revelatory sources and applied religious education. There are many 
7 Ostwalt, C. (2003) Ch.6. Image/ Post-text 
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essays that discuss the religious dimension of particular popular films. 
Martin and Oswalt (1995) collected a volume of articles on religion and 
popular American films and categorized the articles in three critical approaches: 
theological, mythological, and ideological. Theological criticisms of films tend 
to locate theological themes and categories such as grace, justice, redemption, 
hope，and forgiveness (drawing from the Jewish or Christian religions in the 
case of popular American films) in films to illustrate the relationship between 
religion and film. Mythological criticisms on the other hand, define religion 
more broadly and are more concerned with the heroic figures, psychological 
and human archetypes, the struggle between good and evil, or the hero's 
journey in films. Ideological criticisms investigate how religious concepts and 
categories are translated into everyday power struggles and societal 
relationships. Ideological critics are sensitive to the historical and social context 
of religion and explore the relationship between cultural values and the religious 
force such values might have in a particular society. Setting out from these 
different critical approaches, scholars attempt to locate the religious categories 
in selected movies and support their arguments with evidence from the film text. 
However, the writings in this volume are mainly the authors' own interpretation 
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and analyses on the text. Neither the production or consumption end is included 
in these discussions. 
The categorization of the three critical approaches is nevertheless useful 
for one to determine and clarify his standpoint in his study of religion and film. 
I apply the theological approach in my study of evangelistic films. An essence 
of this approach is to show how the film communicates religious meanings, 
even to those viewers unfamiliar with specific religious texts and traditions. It 
should show how films function theologically — that is, encourage viewers to 
ask ultimate questions — and this is the exact motivation for my study. Martin 
and Ostwalt (1995) also highlighted that a theological criticism specific to 
Christianity would be concerned with how films stimulate viewers, including 
those who know little about Christianity, "to think about profound religious 
themes such as the finality of death, the possibility of resurrection, the end of 
time, the experience of grace, and the meaning of sacrifice." 
Apart from the ones included in Martin and Ostwalt's (1995) Screening the 
Sacred, theological criticisms of popular films also appear elsewhere. Hurley's 
(1995) Theology Through Film，Marsh & Ortiz's (1997) Explorations in 
Theology and Film, Bergesen & Greeley's (2000) God in the Movies, and 
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Anker's (2004) Catching Light are but a few examples of collections. There are 
also volumes that are dedicated to discuss theology in a particular film, such as 
Gracia's (2004) and Corley and Webb's (2004) editions about The Passion of 
the Christ (2004). Besides, Spiegel's (2002)8，Mallinson's (2002) and 
Garbowski's (2004)9 writings are some other examples of contributions that 
illustrate theological issues that are found in popular films. 
Inspiring as these works are, their shortcomings are obvious. Most of these 
discussions are merely the writers' own readings and reflections of selected 
movies as they see fit. The writers attempt to identify certain Christ-like figures 
(eg. Malone, 1997*0; Anker, 2004^') or metaphorical components, or to locate 
religious or theological themes such as grace, justice, redemption in the films 
under discussion (eg., Brown, 1997*2; Spiegel, 2002) then elaborate on how the 
plot illustrate the doctrines. Therefore many of the analyses are solely based on 
the writers' own vision while support from either the production end or the 
consumption end is lacking. Although some studies include efforts in empirical 
data collection, such as Mallinson's (2002) attempt to incorporate the 
8 Spiegel (2002) wrote on Sixth Seme, The Matrix, and American Beauty. 
9 Both Mallinson's (2002) and Garbowski's (2004) writings are on The Lord of the Rings. 
See Marsh & Ortiz (1997) Ch.6. Edward Scissorhands: Christology from a Suburban 
Fairy-Tale. 
“ A n k e r (2004) Ch.9. The Super-Man: Displaying the Incarnation in Superman. 
12 See Marsh & Ortiz (1997) Ch.l6. Optimism, Hope, and Feelgood Movies: The Capra 
Connection. 
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production angle by including data from interview with the director and 
excerpts from the original author, and Woods et al's (2004) study on The 
Passion of the Christ employing a survey, such examples are the minority and 
empirical studies are limited in the interdisciplinary field. The problems are 
twofold: empirical data is yet to be accumulated and solid theories are yet to be 
built. Further methodological issues will be illustrated in the next part of this 
thesis. 
19 
Understanding A udiences 
While established theories are rare in the new interdisciplinary arena of 
film and religion, literature on mass media audience in general will certainly 
shed light on this thesis. Traditions and approaches to audience studies range 
from the effects model, the uses and gratifications model, the social 
psychological tradition, to the studies of active audience. As various approaches 
develop, the paradigm shift from the effects model to an increasing recognition 
of audience agency is evident. The seed of reception studies can be traced to 
Hall's (1980) e n c o d i n g / d e c o d i n g model which suggests that audience may 
decode media messages in a dominant, negotiated or oppositional position, thus 
moving from the preoccupation with effects to an interpretive framework. 
Evolving from this, the active audience model embraces the agency of audience 
to make different meanings out of text. Morley (1980)'^ studied the Nationwide 
audience with ethnographic methods and distinguished audience interpretations 
in terms of preferred reading, oppositional reading and negotiated reading. 
Fiske's (1986)14 active audience thesis is on the other hand more extreme, 
granting the audience complete control for meaning construction from the 
13 Moriey, D. (1980) The Nationwide Audience. London: BFI. Excerpted in The Audience 
Studies Reader, (eds.) J. Brooker & D. Jermyn. Ch.9. 
'4 See Dickinson et al. (1998) Ch. l6 . Television: Polysemy and Popularity. 
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polysemic media text. Although they might differ on the degree of pleasure, 
resistance and audience power, active audience theorists tend to acknowledge 
and emphasize audience' part in making meaning from media messages. 
2 1 
Applying Generic Film Analysis 
A brief visit to generic analysis in film studies would also inform my 
research. The melodrama genre is particularly applicable in my study. While 
"melodrama" is often referred to pejoratively, this is one of the most popular 
genres. Having reviewed different sources, Singer (2001) defined melodrama 
with several characteristics: 1) pathos; 2) overwrought emotion; 3) moral 
polarization; 4) nonclassical narrative structure; and 5) sensationalism. He 
viewed melodrama as a cluster concept where a film does not have to include 
all the above basic features to be qualified as a melodrama. Rather, these 
characteristics can appear in any number of different configurations. 
Nonetheless, pathos and intense emotions are considered two general elements 
o f m e l o d r a m a s . Melodramas can be further sectioned into different branches 
as well. Whereas the label of melodrama is at times seen to undertone a film, 
Lopez (1993) refused to treat the genre as inferior or negative. He pointed out 
that modem melodramas are sleek and sophisticated rather than exaggerated 
and shallow. On the same line, I will refer to melodrama in a less skeptical 
manner and make use of some of its defined characteristics in my study. 
See Singer (2001) Ch.2. Meanings of Melodrama. 
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CHAPTERS 
OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the interdisciplinary study of 
religion and film is arising and scholars increasingly endorse the potential of 
films to express religious sentiments. Yet most of the endorsements are little 
more than optimistic theoretical constructions and personal reflections on films 
while empirical data is few. I consider it inadequate to limit the interdisciplinary 
discussion of religion and film to mere projections and individual film reviews 
and believe that to debate whether the potential of religious films are realized, 
we eventually must approach the audience of these films. Therefore the major 
focus of my study is on audience reception of religious films. 
In particular, I wish to study reception of Christian evangelistic films out 
of my own religious faith. Delighted to witness the emergence and development 
of local evangelistic films, I also wish to know how these films are received 
among other audiences. As I watch local evangelistic films, I am aware that 
other than my interpretation there are always multiple ways of reception of the 
same text. Whether and how evangelistic films stimulate viewers to think about 
2 3 
theological themes must be answered by the viewers themselves. I am therefore 
interested in exploring how Christians and non-Christians might interpret these 
evangelistic films. I will attempt to identify the devices that aid viewers in 
generating religious meanings and to examine Christian and non-Christian 
viewers' use of the devices in order to understand their patterns of 
interpretation. 
Background 
In the following I will provide a brief background on the development of 
evangelistic films in Hong Kong. I will start with the local Christian visual 
media scenario before the introduction of evangelistic films. Then I will provide 
a trajectory of the emergence of local evangelistic films and highlight the 
distinguished local evangelistic films in recent years. 
Local Christian Visual Media Before Evangelistic Films 
Back in the 70’s，the first local Christian TV program series was already 
shown in Hong Kong. The series, "Melody of H a p p i n e s s " w a s produced by 
the Gospel Communication Center (GCC), which was set up as a charitable 
16 In Chinese.幸福的音韻. 
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organization in 1972, and was shown on the Redifussion TV (now known as 
ATV) in 1974. 
In the 80’s there emerged evangelistic "slide films" and videos. The Media 
Evangelism Limited was officially registered in Hong Kong in 1989 and 
incorporated as a limited company in 1991. Yet since 1987 it has already 
produced its first evangelistic slide film. In the next 8 years, the organization 
continued to produce "multi-image" slide films with upgraded technology and 
held evangelistic meetings with slide film screenings. 
GCC started producing evangelistic videos in late 80's as well. In the mid 
90，s，both GCC and The Media Evangelism Limited produced evangelistic 
7 7 1 J? 
videos, among which The Date in the Clouds and You Make Life a Miracle 
are a couple better-known ones among the Christian community. There were 
gospel meetings with screenings of these evangelistic videos since 1995. 
Evangelistic Feature Films 
The Media Evangelism Limited considers Master Chef (1999) its first 
evangelistic feature film production although the film has never been actually 
17 In Chinese.雲中的約會. 
18 In Chinese.生命因祢傳奇. 
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shown in a cinema. The film was made into VCD and was shown in over 60 
public evangelistic meetings. Master Chef was adapted from the true story of a 
Singaporean famous chef who grew violent and abusive as his wealth 
accumulated but learnt his lesson and converted to Christianity in the end. The 
movie marked a step beyond video film and was the first local evangelistic 
feature film. This being considered, it could probably be regarded the first 
evangelistic film in Hong Kong. 
In the same year, another evangelistic film Sometimes Miracles Do 
Happen (1999) was put on the cinema screens though - another first of its kind. 
The film debuted and was shown for over 140 screenings in Cine-Art House. 
The movie was a fictional story, starring the late Roy Chiao. Chiao was a 
respected actor in Hong Kong and Sometimes Miracles Do Happen was his last 
movie on earth. As a courtesy to Chiao, the movie received wide media 
attention when it was released. 
Yet another evangelistic film The Boss Up There (1999) was also shown in 
local cinemas and received various nominations in the same year. This was a 
docudrama adapted from a young couple that led a new life from their 
delinquent past after their conversion to Christianity. 
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In 2001，Life is a Miracle was shown in 14 local cinemas in 9 weeks. This 
was the first local evangelistic movie that was filmed in 35mm films. The story 
was adapted from the real life of a cancer patient who spent her last days 
enthusiastically helping people and loving her husband. Grossing over HK$ 5 
million in box office, the movie ranked as the top 56出 in the local box office 
record of the year.^^ Two other productions were released in the same year. 
Ultimate Intelligence, a production receiving a far more modest response, was 
released before Life is a Miracle, and The Saving Hands was afterwards. 
In 2002，Back from The Other World 丽 shown in 20 local cinemas in a 
month. This was again a docudrama, adapted from a true story of an indulgent 
Malaysian worldwide gaming champion turning a new leaf in Christian faith. 
In 2004, The Miracle Box was shown in 25 local cinemas in 7 weeks, 
grossing over HK$ 6.5 million in box office which put it on the rank on the 
box office record of the The movie was adapted from the life story of 
the first local medical doctor who lost her life to SARS infected during patient 
care in 2003. 
In 2005, a documentary evangelistic film The Days of Noah was released. 
19 Record released by Hong Kong Kowloon and New Territories Motion Picture Industry 
Association. Information available on http://www.mpia.org.hk/mpia/indexc/htm 
20 Record released by Hong Kong Kowloon and New Territories Motion Picture Industry 
Association. Information available on http://www.mpia.org.hk/mpia/box04a.htm 
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The documentary showed the production team's journey in search of Noah's 
Ark and some historical support for the Great Flood. A digital film, New Born, 
Living Strong, adapted from several true stories, was also released in the second 
half of the year. Reports of the events for these two films are not yet available. 
Although these two productions are beyond the scope of discussion in this 
thesis, they are the latest local evangelistic film releases as of 2005. 
Table 1 shows the local evangelistic film productions since the 
introduction to date. 
Year Movie Production Facts and Events  
1999 Master Chef Production: The Evangelism Media Limited 
(地茂廚神） — 
Director: Adrian Kwan 
Events: 
今 VCD distribution of 700 thousand copies 
今 Over 60 gospel meetings 
Sometimes Miracles Production: The Evangelism Media Limited 
Do Happen  
击 i H ^ � Director: Adrian Kwan 
(天使之城） 
Events: 
令 First evangelistic movies screened in 
cinema: 140 screenings in Cine-Art House 
今 Over 500 local and overseas gospel 
meetings  
The Boss Up There Production: The Evangelism Media Limited 
tt命揸fit人） — 
Director: Henry Poon 
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Events: 
� 80 local gospel meetings 
今 Nominations: 
> Best Leading Actress of the 36【卜 
Golden Horse Awards, Taiwan; 
> Best Supporting Actor of the 
Golden Bauhinia Awards, Hong 
Kong; 
> The 15th Excellent Humanistic 
Chinese Movies. 




今 4 screenings in cinema 
今 75 local gospel meetings 
2001 Life is a Miracle Production: The Evangelism Media Limited 
(生命因愛動聽） — 
Director: Adrian Kwan 
Events: 
今 Screenings in 14 local cinema in 9 weeks 
今 Box office: Over HKD 5 million 
今 Top 56^ in local box office of the year 
今 Over 400 local and overseas gospel 
meetings  
Saving Hands Production: Freeman Media Holdings Limited 
(最激之手） 
Director: Chris Lau 
Events: N/A 
2002 Back From the Other Production: The Evangelism Media Limited 
World  
(賭神之神） Director: Hemy Poon 
Events: 
令 Screenings in 20 local cinemas in a month 
今 Box office: Over HKD 1 million 
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2004 The Miracle Box Production: The Evangelism Media Limited 
(天作之盒） — — 
Director: Adrian Kwan 
Events: 
今 Screenings in 25 local cinemas in 7 weeks 
今 Box office: over HKD 6.5 million 
令 Top 46^ in local box office of the year 
今 Exhibit at the 13出 Golden Rooster and 
Hundred Flowers Film Festival, China 
2005 The Days of Noah Production: The Evangelistic Media Limited 
(挪亞方舟難啓示 )D i一楊永祥 ) 
Events: N/A 
2005 New Bom, Living Production: The Evangelistic Media Limited 
Strong  
(天地孩兒） Director: N/A  
Events: N/A 
Table 1. Hong Kong Evangelistic Film Productions (1999-2005) 
As seen from the trajectory of local evangelistic film development, The 
Miracle Box (2004) is the most successful local evangelistic film so far. Built on 
such a well-known story among local citizens, the movie received widespread 
attention not only within the Christian community but also among regular media 
and the general public. In terms of screening, the movie was carried by 25 local 
cinemas, so far the widest carriage of local evangelistic films, and it stayed on 
for nine weeks. In terms of box office，it made over HK$ 6 million and ranked 
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the 46出 in the top box office record among the movies that were shown in the 
same year. Therefore, apart from discussing evangelistic films in a bulk, I also 
select this particular movie to illustrate some patterns of audience reception. 
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Research Methods 
It is impossible to assess the performance of evangelistic films without 
identifying what tasks they are set out to perform in the first place. To 
understand the mission of these productions and some of the tactics used, I rely 
on several sources: 1) archive research: including the director's remarks as 
featured in the DVD of the films or the b e h i n d - t h e - s c e n e versions, web release 
and press interviews^ ^； 2) an in-depth interview (conducted in Cantonese) with 
Adrian Kwan, a director of a series of local evangelistic film. As mentioned in 
the previous section, Adrian Kwan directed some of the most well-known 
evangelistic films in Hong Kong including Sometimes Miracles Do Happen, 
Life is a Miracle as well as the one I select as my case, The Miracle Box. I 
therefore interviewed him for the goals of his productions as well as the tactics 
that are used. These serve as reference against which audience response is 
compared in order to measure whether evangelistic movies have managed to 
attain the said goals. Nolan (2003) calls for a new religious film criticism that 
refuses to treat film as literature but to treat film as film. Specifically he rejects 
the emphasis on the director's vision in defining the meaning of a film or the 
21 Resources include: DVD - The Miracle Box; VCD - The Miracle Box/Behind the Rainbow 
(天作之盒-彩虹背後)，The Gift ofLove/Ada Choi (愛的禮盒-蔡少芬)，Life is a Miracle/True 
Story (生命因愛動聽-真人版)；web resources from www.media.org.hk: and 47 news items 
from WiseNews search accessed on October 11，2004. 
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attempt to simply search for cinematic analogues to religious questions. Rather, 
he insists that a new religious film criticism must seek to analyze films in terms 
of spectator's construction of meaning and their consumption of 
representation.^^ I must emphasize that although I attempt to understand the 
director's vision, in this thesis I have no intention to claim those are the 
meaning of the film. Rather, I only use it as a backdrop in discussing audience 
reception. 
The major method of study is in-depth interviews with audience. 18 
semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted. All interviews were 
conducted in Cantonese. 8 of the informants are male and 10 female. All are 
aged between 20 to 30. My premise is that Christians and non-Christians might 
show considerable difference in their interpretations of evangelistic films. 
Therefore both Christian and non-Christian audiences were interviewed. Among 
the 18 informants, 8 are Christians and 10 are non-Christians. Among the 8 
Christians informants, although they come from different denominational 
churches, such backgrounds do not seem to affect their interpretations of 
evangelistic films. Based on discussions about their religious c o m m i t m e n t , I 
22 See Mitchell, J. & Marriage，S. (2003) Ch.l4. Towards a New Religious Film Criticism: 
Using Film to Understand Religious Identity Rather than Locate Cinematic Analogue. 
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classify all these 8 Christian informants as "committed" Christians, who not 
only practise their faith by attending public worship but also have a degree of 
self-conscious religious identity in terms of belief and what they are bound to 
do. (Attfield, 2001) As for the 10 non-Christian informants, most claim that they 
do not have a religious faith. Some have stronger Buddhist background because 
of family influence. Most of them have come across with Christianity before, 
which is reasonable based on the strong presence of Christianity in Hong Kong. 
Some of these non-Christian informants are quite defensive against Christianity 
while some others are quite well-acquainted about the Christian faith or are 
• 23 
even coming close to a conversion before they attended the movie. 
During the semi-structured interview, I discussed with the informants their 
general perception about local evangelistic movies. Then, we proceeded to 
discuss at least one particular local evangelistic movie in details, in which The 
Miracle Box would be the object of focus most of the time. Ostwalt (2003) 
reminded us that various elements of a movie add up to intensify its effects and 
therefore there is much more to be considered in film studies as compared to 
literary and narrative studies. If in literary analysis the focus is on character 
development, the examination with films should be extended to include not only 
23 See Appendix I for informant profiles. 
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the characters in the screenplay but the actor's or actress's portrayal of that 
character. If with literature setting is studied, with a film the setting is 
intensified because of the images, special effects, and computer-generated 
visuals available. And if plot analysis is the prime area of examination in 
literature, it must be noted that plots in films unfold much more quickly and 
filmic plots often unfold non-sequentially.^'^ I applied this line of reasoning in 
my discussion of the films with the viewers and tried to cover as many areas of 
the movie as possible so as to distinguish what elements of films were at work 
towards audience reception. On the other hand, I discussed several particular 
symbols, scenes or shots in details with the viewers to evaluate the reception of 
these specific designs. 
24 Oswalt. C. (2003) Ch.6. Image/ Post-text. 
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Outline of The Miracle Box 
To facilitate the analysis and discussions in the next chapters, I will give an 
account of the storyline of The Miracle Box (2004) here. 
The 1 -minute opening sequence of the movie clings on shots of a tree that 
stands in the wilderness. The cuts of sunshine, the blue sky and shots of the tree 
appear in that sequence as light instrumental music and birds' songs are at the 
background. Several shots captured the trees in different angles, where red 
flowers are hung on the branches and the flowers and leaves are swinging in the 
light breeze. With a final wide shot showing the tree standing in the middle and 
the name of the movie "The Miracle Box" captioned on the screen, the movie 
relaxingly opens. 
The movie opens on a new day that has just started. As Joanna Tse 
(starring Ada Choi) woke up amidst the stacks of books on her bed after 
multiple alarm clocks went off, her husband Albert Lau (starring Tse Kwan-Ho) 
welcomed a new day in the hospital with hope: "how nice is the weather today," 
he exclaimed. At Dr Joanna Tse's home, the doctor was getting ready for her big 
challenge of the day 一 an interview for a study program in a medical school in 
Australia - when her mother cooked her a big nice bowl of soup as a starter. 
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Back in the hospital, Albert, who himself was a doctor, heard that his report was 
satisfactory in terms of recovery from leukemia. Albert's doctor, and of course 
also a friend of his, Dr Fan, looked upset for something though. To comfort his 
friend, Albert gave Fan a paper-made box, introducing "the box" in the movie 
for the first time, and taught him the trick: "you can put whatever irresolvable 
issues in there, hand it over to Him." And Albert looked upward while saying 
this. In details, he taught Fan: "Write them down on paper, write down all your 
heart's burden. He'll take care of them for you." 
From what happened "today", the movie flashes back to 3 years ago in 
time to show how Albert and Joanna started dating. In the medical school, 
Albert was Joanna's mentor back then. With Fan's help, Albert shared an 
umbrella with Joanna in a rainy afternoon, only that the "Super Umbrella", as 
Fan put it, was a crooked one, creating the opportunity for the two shy doctors 
to get closer to each other. At this part, the legend of the rainbow was also first 
introduced. As the rain stopped and they saw sunshine, Albert brought up that 
there was a saying that the rainbow was actually in round shaped, half arching 
in heaven and half on earth. (This was a fictional legend, the director contends.) 
There is also a scene where the two saw a beautiful ring, also named "Rainbow", 
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in an antique shop but did not buy it as Joanna insisted that one should not buy a 
ring just for fiin. Episodes as such sum up how the romance grew between the 
couple and the ring would become a hook when the story further unfolds. 
Back to "today", Albert surprised Joanna by showing up at her interview 
venue without letting her know he was discharged beforehand, and he affirmed 
Joanna that he believed "He" has a mission for him after the trial. On Joanna's 
30th birthday, Joanna's worried mother reminded her to think twice about 
marriage while Albert went back to the antique shop, hesitating whether to buy 
the ring again, which cues the question - whether a proposal was going to take 
place that day. Albert met Joanna in the hospital and there they saw two 
stubborn patients, the younger one Lok-Tin and the middle-aged one Newman 
(starring Wong Yuk-Man). Albert tried to encourage Lok-Tin by giving him one 
of those boxes, thus working on the "mission" he mentioned. Albert and Joanna 
then went into a church in the hospital, in which Albert let Joanna taste the 
chicken wings that he cooked for her and then handed Joanna a little gift box 
too. Anxious, Joanna opened the gift box, only to find that it was not a ring but 
a wrist lace instead. So it turned out that Albert did not propose, which left 
Joanna a bit disappointed deep down but she was trying not to show it. 
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Later on, Albert was looking for ways to break a pocket computer game as 
he promised so to Lok-Tin. He heard there was a code book for the game and 
started looking for it and it happened Joanna was quietly searching it for him 
too. At the same time, as Albert went pass the antique shop, he noticed the ring 
was gone so he went after a couple whom he thought must have bought the ring. 
Albert finally got the ring back after much efforts and Joanna got the code book 
for him at the same time and then the two met up. Albert grasped the 
opportunity to propose to Joanna, to which Joanna movingly accepted. It was 
then followed by a church scene of their wedding where a Mandarin Christian 
song Covenant Beneath the Rainbow was played. 
There were then episodes of the happy life of the newly wedded couple. 
Joanna wanted to give up the opportunity to study in Australia as she wanted to 
spend more time with Albert yet Albert encouraged her to go. Joanna finally 
went to Australia and the two kept in touch，showing mutual support and 
encouragement to each other. In Australia, Joanna also met an old lady who 
inspired her much about life. 
The bliss was struck by the horrifying news of Albert's relapse. Being all 
frustrated in the hospital, Albert interrogated God why this was happening. 
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Joanna, on the other hand, has heard the news and came back to Hong Kong 
from Australia. As an encouragement, Joanna arranged a surprise excursion for 
Albert. It was Albert's wish to visit Mount Ararat in Turkey and Joanna 
simulated a camping trip to "Mount Ararat" at the backyard of the hospital. 
Joanna encouraged her husband with one of those boxes Albert used to send out 
to people and the couple spent some quality time together. Later on, they heard 
the good news that a matched sample was found for marrow transplant for 
Albert. 
Joanna supported Albert through the operation and even though Albert's 
health condition deteriorated afterwards, the love of the couple kept strong. 
Joanna celebrated Albert's last birthday in the church of the hospital where they 
talked heart to heart. Albert told Joanna that he believed "He" has a mission for 
her and that he would support her at the other end of the rainbow. Joanna sang 
Covenant Beneath the Rainbow in response. This captured the last days of 
Albert. After Albert passed away, Joanna quietly reminisced her husband in 
different occasions but she never shed a tear. 
One evening, Joanna found a portrait of her that Albert had painted and 
hidden from her and finally she could not hold it anymore. She finally burst out 
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crying and her mother tried to accompany her and comfort her. The next 
morning when Joanna woke up, she was inspired when she saw a sign from the 
pocket computer game that Albert left, the tree outside her house and the 
rainbow, which all served as encouragement for her. Joanna got her life back 
together to face her days to come. 
The next part of the movie carries the incident of the SARS outbreak. Dr 
Fan went into the church in the hospital, looked weary. Then it cuts to Joanna 
volunteering to work in the SARS ward. Apart from trying to cure the patients' 
sickness, she also tried to carry on Albert's mission: "cure the patients' heart" 
and pass on hope by giving out boxes to patients. When Joanna got infected 
herself and finally had to lie in bed, she was also portrayed to be holding the 
box as a sign of hope and trust and she encouraged Dr Fan to keep going as well. 
It then cuts back to the church, where Fan lit a candle and left the church, 
leaving a box behind, indicating Joanna's death. 
Joanna's mourning area was flocked with paper boxes and mourning notes. 
Lok-Tin was among the people who held fond memories about Joanna and who 
paid his tribute with a paper box. Another stubborn patient Newman who 
appeared earlier in the movie also changed his attitude and started blessing 
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people by giving out boxes as well. The last shot "on earth" was Joanna's best 
friend holding her thumbs up to the sky, affirming in her heart for Joanna' 
mission accomplished. 
The movie ends with a "heaven portrayal". Under the blue sky, Joanna was 
enjoying the sunshine in the middle of a large piece of grassland. And then she 
noticed a tree with red flowers was dancing in the mild wind. This tree is 
actually the same tree that appeared at the very beginning of the movie. Joanna 
enjoyed the whole scene with a content smile. Then we see in a full shot a 
rainbow arching over the tree next to which Albert was standing, holding their 
special umbrella. At a close up we see Albert smiling as well. This took Joanna 
by surprise, and then she started running towards to Albert. Joanna and Albert 
held each other in embrace. With a middle shot of the hugging couple, and then 
a close up of Joanna, and finally a full shot of the same picture of the 
overarching rainbow above the tree, and now the hugging couple next to it, the 
movie closes. 
A caption in both Chinese and English appears at the end of the movie as a 
concluding remark: 
"There is nothing on earth that can separate the love between us, not even 
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death... Because God Himself is Love. 
A tribute to all those health workers who gave their lives with unconditional 
love." 
In the next two chapters, I will include The Miracle Box as illustrations in 
the analysis of local evangelistic films and will refer to the details of the movie 
for more micro examinations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE GLP.A. OF EVANGELISTIC FILMS: 
THE GOAL, THE PERCEPTIONS, AND THE ADVANCE 
Establishing the Goal of Evangelistic Films 
My analysis of evangelistic films starts with establishing their goal. 
Before assessing the performance of evangelistic movies, I seek to clarify the 
tasks they are meant to do. 
When asked what he wanted to achieve in making evangelistic films, the 
director Adrian said, "Let's talk about gospel first: it is something that has to be 
evangelized, talked about. I mean, Gospel means 'good news', the good 
message, it has to be spread out. It has a very good foundation that, it is to be 
introduced to others This is the motivation to 'spread', or to ‘introduce，, to 
let those who have not come into contact with these (the gospel), let them know 
what the good news is." He considered evangelistic movies a 
"life-transforming" project. As a filmmaker, he pitied that a movie dies out so 
quickly and realizes that a life-transforming project is on the other hand 
long-lasting. He wished evangelistic movies could bless the world and create 
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changes in people. Nevertheless, he contended that whether such influence 
could actually take place was beyond his control. Using a metaphor that most 
Christians are familiar with, Adrian said, "like I sow the seeds, whether it grows, 
the mission is not on me. It's on the Holy Spirit. It's on God." 
Engel & Norton (1975) emphasized that the mission of evangelism 
includes three phases: 1) proclaim; 2) persuade; and 3) cultivate. The three 
communication phases are in connection with people's spiritual decision 
process. Proclamation is the foundation before attempts to persuade. According 
to Adrian, the goal of evangelistic movies is to introduce and to spread out the 
gospel. The fundamental goal is to "make known"; in other words, the goal is to 
"proclaim". With this goal, I will evaluate whether evangelistic movies work to 
make its message known. Audience interpretation of the movie is the key. In my 
analyses that follow, at times response such as liking or persuasiveness might 
arise from informants' accounts, I would like to remark though, that how the 
audience makes sense of the movie is the major focus of my assessment. 
In terms of introducing the gospel to non-believers, Adrian also expects 
Christians to share this mission. He expects Christians to go into the cinema as a 
support and a vote for the mission as well as to bring their non-Christian friends 
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in. Although the target of proclamation does not apply to Christians, these 
viewers are still a target group of evangelistic films, with the hope that they 
would recommend the films to non-believers. Thus Christians is also an 
important group of participants. I will therefore explore audience interpretations 
across Christians and non-Christians. 
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Conventional Perception about Evangelistic Films 
What general perception does audience have when we mention 
"evangelistic films"? This could be a good place to start in evaluating 
evangelistic films. A common perception among the informants is that 
evangelistic films tend to be very explicit in its intention to evangelize and the 
gospel message is often too much of a hard sell. When asked what his 
perception about evangelistic films is, a non-Christian viewer said, "Jesus talk! 
Yes, very simple! You want to hear the truth, right?!" Another said that the plots 
of some evangelistic movies are less than attractive, the evangelistic effort 
appears all too intentional as a result: "coz there is not much of a plot there, so 
it's like all it keeps trying to say is this (gospel message)." And Christians felt 
the same. One Christian commented, "Christian movies used to be very hard 
sell: once you sit down, you know what it's trying to do." Another said she 
could track a template in evangelistic movies, one that is less than desirable 
though: “I think the qualities are less than good, seriously. They...have 
something in common. Usually there's like a 180 degree turn in the 
middle...like saying 'come on believe in Jesus'..." Audiences tend to comment 
that evangelistic films have been too explicit or heavy on its religious message. 
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Advance: Narrowing the Gap 
There are attempts in latest productions of local evangelistic films to beat 
the above perception. Bringing evangelistic films close to mainstream movies is 
in fact one of his objectives according to the director: "I would really hope to 
shorten the distance between the quality of evangelistic films and commercial 
films, that people wouldn't label it as a second class tribe anymore. I personally 
think that in the past, Christian culture or Christian production was always 
considered to be second class This is something that I really want to 
change people's perception about." 
Audiences, Christians or non-Christians alike, incline to align evangelistic 
films with mainstream movies too. They often acknowledge that it is desirable 
for evangelistic films to be comparable to mainstream movies. 
Yuen is a non-Christian and she used to be very resistant when people tried 
to introduce this faith to her. Being more open to different religion today, she 
said she would still find it annoying when people keep mentioning "God" in 
front of her. Yet she found evangelistic films acceptable because it has a more 
natural and lively setting. She said, "evangelistic movies nowadays are 
okay...well, like I don't know about this religion, but before the (evangelistic) 
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movies were released, I would want to watch them." "Natural" is what she 
emphasized several times when discussing her perception about evangelistic 
films: "now it comes naturally. It's just a mo vie... and you would want to watch 
it. If you want more people to know about this religion through this means, I 
think it is better to use the most natural way." 
Kenneth is another non-Christian who finds explicit evangelism efforts 
annoying: "Annoying. I think it's very annoying...Yes, annoying. Just one word, 
annoying." But when it comes to evangelistic films, he said, "well when I 
watched it, I didn't think it's hard-sell, really no, right. But of course don't 
always cite the scriptures, man! Otherwise I wouldn't go. Of course don't do 
that. But I don't think it did. At least it's not boring. Quite good." Being 
comparable to mainstream movies, evangelistic films manage to draw 
non-believers as skeptical as Kenneth into the cinema. Kenneth said 
evangelistic movies must not be hard sell. He commented that the minimum 
requirement for an evangelistic movie is that it does not put people off from 
going into the cinema. "If you make people think it is not good, I mean they 
become resistant, it fails. But after all, I think it's ok. It hasn't been a failure," 
said Kenneth. 
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Ellki is a non-Christian who has nevertheless actively sought to know more 
about the faith and she would describe herself as one "who ham，t become a 
Christian少e/，，. She commented on The Miracle Box, "It's more like...a movie. I 
mean, it's like, you can either treat it as a Christian film, but if not, it's fine too. 
But the others that I watched before, they're more like.. .the sense of 
evangelism is heavier. So for someone like me, who hasn't actually become a 
Christian yet, it's easier to accept this one. Right.. .right, it's packaged more like 
a movie." Ellki’s comment has captured the flexibility sought by this generation 
of seekers. With the conventional division where Christian films is placed on 
one end and mainstream movies on the other, she pinpoints that the flexibility in 
between is what she seeks: "You can either treat it like a Christian film, but if 
not, it's fine too." While Roof (1999) observes a "staggering openness to 
exploring possibilities of belief and a willing suspension of hesitancy to 
confront the grounds of faith and morality" in Americans, here we also see a 
trace of that openness among local audience. Such room for audience to 
exercise their autonomy, to choose their way of interpretation is the reason why 
Christian films that are made more like mainstream movies are favored 
nowadays. 
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Another non-Christian viewer Chiu also applauded for evangelistic films 
that "did not emphasize the religion". In his mind, the standard to distinguish a 
good evangelistic film is this: "Actually I haven't watched many religious 
movies，but the ones that aren't well-crafted, the religion would stand out so 
much. But if it's well-crafted, it's delicate, you wouldn't notice. You wouldn't 
know it's an evangelistic movie, like you can't see it. There isn't a trace." 
Christian viewers share such a preference for evangelistic films to take a 
subtler evangelistic style as well. Heidi said, "Actually it doesn't say a lot and a 
lot about the gospel Actually you shouldn't say too much How to 
say.. .you wouldn't expect you bring a friend there totally for 'knowing' God. 
Yes, you watch this movie, you must not say too much, and people would be 
interested to watch it. I mean, although I don't know whether this concept is 
right or not, I think if you can get people in there, and lead them to think along, 
or ask a Christian friend when they meet one, that's good enough." 
Another Christian Gavin also considered it an advance to see "a Christian 
film that is more like a movie" He urged evangelistic films to be less "hard sell". 
He explained, “The definition of not being hard sell is that it gives you a natural 
and smooth feeling. Naturally I could feel this is the work of Jesus, rather than a 
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sudden 180 degree turn. There aren't a lot of people that are like PauF who got 
blinded by the light all of a sudden and then recovered later. Don't make it so 
legendary." He is glad to see recent productions that can get the audience 
involved in the movie so that they would not feel that it wants to evangelize. 
Gavin commented, "A movie needs to have the elements of a movie even if it's 
a Christian movie." 
There are wrestles whether films should be faith-explicit. Those who are 
positive think Christian filmmakers should feel free to be direct if they have a 
message to make while the doubtful feel the forced-fed approach is a turn down 
in evangelism efforts.^^ Our local case seems to support the subtle style. The 
viewers' comments show that Christians and non-Christians alike tend to 
evaluate evangelistic films by aligning them with mainstream movies and reject 
a hard sell approach. 
25 See Holy Bible (NIV). International Bible Society. Acts 9:1-19. 






Watching for Leisure 
Some watchers think that the latest evangelistic film productions are 
getting closer to the standard of mainstream movies. They are "more like a 
film” or “more like an ordinary movie" in these watchers' words. For some, this 
also translates to the experience that watching an evangelistic film is no 
different from watching any other film. It is considered simply a leisure activity. 
Kenneth said, “I think it doesn't really matter in watching a movie I 
had time. I mean it is not like something special...I'd go if I want to and I 
wouldn't if I don't. Or I'd go if I have time and I wouldn't if I don't. I mean I 
wouldn't really care that much.. • [So it's like anyway you just watch a movie, is 
it?] Well, a touching movie." Watching an evangelistic movie is like just 
watching another movie, another "touching movie" at best. Evangelistic films 
merely serve the ftinction of entertainment. 
This attitude does not only exist among non-Christians either. A Christian 
viewer Gavin also said, "well I don't go to a movie wanting to be inspired. If 
there is an inspiration, it's a bonus, where in these movies there isn't one indeed, 
coz...it's not made for us, I always think (so) Then...if it's a Christian who 
watches, it should be about how you appreciate a film." 
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In these cases, these viewers usually do not generate religious meanings 
from the film. When asked what he thought the movie said or tried to say, Gavin 
said, "what it said. ..actually I think it just told quite a touching story. I think 
there isn't much deeper meaning." Kenneth said, "what it's trying to say.. .well 
this is a hard question. What it's trying to say Actually I don't really know, 
coz I am not a Christian, and I don't have the feelings as you guys. The feeling 
should be different，I believe. Like us, non-Christians watching these movies is 
different from Christians. That's what I think. Actually I don't quite know what 
it wants to bring out." Another non-Christian viewer was even surprised when 
asked what the movie was trying to say: "It wanted to say something? Didn't it 
just portray the doctor's story?... [So you think it didn't have some ideas that it 
wanted to bring out.] Well.. .there should be some, but I don't know. [Like you 
wouldn't particularly think along that line.] I wouldn't." For these viewers, the 
entertainment value of evangelistic movies is weighed far heavier than its 
religious value. This is one form of audience interpretation. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THREE DEVICES FOR RELIGIOUS MEANING GENERATION 
While some watchers consider watching evangelistic films simply another 
leisure activity, others take it more religiously. How does this elevation take 
place? Collaborating the production interview, the reception interview and the 
text，in the following I examine three devices that are used to generate religious 
meanings in terms of both the producer's attempt and the audience' reception: 1) 
genre; 2) symbols; and 3) critical moments. I will also evaluate how well these 
devices work for the audience. 
Device 1: Genre 
The director said that he wanted to convey the dignity and courage in life 
that comes from the above through his evangelistic movies. His evangelistic 
movies often revolve around the strength and courage to face challenges in life 
and he believed that these are themes that could be best conveyed through 
evangelistic films. He recalled an experience in creating a non-Christian script 
about a young man who gained courage to face the sufferings in life: "at a point 
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we couldn't go on At one point, we were like, oh no, out of nowhere, how 
would he...like where does his strength come from?" Adrian found it hard to 
"create" or "explain" the strength in life out of nowhere outside a religious 
perspective. "The only explanation I have is that it is from the above. It could 
only happen so with the power from God. Otherwise, like Joanna Tse's story, I 
can't explain it. I mean if you don't talk about it from the view of religion, you 
cannot explain it I mean if you ignore God, the existence of God, for a lot 
of things you just can't discuss, you just can't explain But when there's an 
external power, it naturally makes sense, you can see that." In this comparison, 
apparently evangelistic films are different from mainstream films that the genre 
itself serves as a frame of reference. The religious perspective embedded in the 
genre would eventually explain everything, and in Adrian's words, "it naturally 
makes sense". 
While the director assumes that it would naturally make sense as 
evangelistic films allow an explanation based on religion or supernatural power, 
the question is whether the genre suggests the same possibility and validity for 
the audience. To my surprise, genre indeed serves as a crucial resource that 
audience makes use of to generate religious meanings out of evangelistic films. 
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The influence of genre should be understood in three levels. 
In figure 1，under the evangelistic film genre (area 1), the films either have 
a created script or are based on a real life story. In the current development of 
local evangelistic movies, most productions, especially those more widely 
recognized, are true story adaptations - docudramas27 (area 2). Next, among 
these movies, there are also different styles. Again, we look at those with wider 
recognition to date. They mostly carry a more affectionate style and can be 
categorized as melodramas (area 3). Again I must stress my intention to not use 
the label "melodrama" in a pejorative sense. By "melodrama", I refer to 
productions that display strong emotions but not necessarily in a shallow and 
artificial manner. As seen in figure 1，while part of area 3 locates within area 2, 
another part of it extends outside area 2 as well, representing both the 
melodramas that are dramatized documentary and those that are purely fictional 
stories. These three levels each influences audience interpretation in different 
ways. At the widest level, the genre of "evangelistic film" has a labeling effect 
which sensitizes the viewers to adopt a religious perspective. At the middle 
level，docudrama allows audience to make reference to the true story and testify 
27 Docudramas are defined as dramas "that focuses on some well-known present, recent, or past 
event which is still fresh in the memory of its viewers" including fictionalized biography. 
(Lopez, 1993) 
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the convincingness of the claim to the audience. Lastly, melodrama carries 
strong emotion and sets the tone that also affects audience reception. 
Figure 1. Three levels of genre influence 






(1) Genre Label and Sensitization 
The label of an "evangelistic film" says something to the audience and it 
affects how they interpret the film. This pattern is particularly prominent among 
non-Christian audience. 
All the informants were asked what they thought was the driving force for 
the main character's life and their love. To this question, non-Christians at times 
infer from the genre that religious influence would be the driving force for the 
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main characters. Chiu said, "Then it has to be the faith... [Why does it "have to 
be"?] Well there's no way, since it obviously is an evangelistic movie. Well if I 
don't put it that way, it sounds like I am lying, sounds fake.. .coz you have the 
presumptions.. .，’ Even when I challenged this idea a couple of times asking 
whether he would doubt this deep down against the assumed implication of the 
movie, he said, “but there's no way, coz it's labeled that way in it, like you 
wouldn't say that they aren't...I don't know how to say, but I think it's...it 
makes it quite comfortable. You would think that there exists the faith and they 
are counting on this to keep them. ..like that has to be part of it.. .Perhaps after 
all I have the presumptions, in my mind it already exists the idea that, well, they 
would talk about those things." 
When asked the same question - what she thought the driving force for the 
couple was, Yuen drew similar conclusion based on the genre: "Well I know this 
is an evangelistic movie. I think directly it's because they believe. They have 
this religion and faith. They would think there's a...I don't know your terms...a 
Master, in His mind there's an arrangement. I think it's this belief." During the 
interview, Yuen mentioned more than once that the "presumptions" has guided 
her to interpret the movie in a religious manner. In the movie, the name "God" 
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is seldom mentioned and is replaced with "He" or "Him". Yuen said that the 
"presumption" about an evangelistic film has helped her easily associate that 
with God. At the last scene of the movie where a heaven-like environment is 
portrayed, Yuen said "again it's the presumption" that explained that scene was 
supposed to be "the above" {sheung tin 上天).We also discussed one part of the 
movie where Joanna has reached a desperate point in her life. I asked Yuen 
whether she thought Joanna had a way out since she has reached such despair 
and Yuen said, "Sure yes.. .If I tell you she has no way out, I am contradicting 
myself and negating what the whole movie says." Both Chiu and Yuen 
demonstrated an interesting projection from the movie. Not only do 
non-Christian viewers draw clues from the presumption about the genre to 
interpret the evangelistic movie, some of them are even so convinced that they 
consider themselves inconsistent or insincere if they deviate from what the 
genre suggests. The genre label can have such a tremendous power to audience 
interpretation that the external assumption for a movie is projected inwardly to 
the extent that the viewers might take it personal. 
Another non-Christian viewer Ching recalled an incongruity in 
interpretation arising from a lack of genre assumptions. She remembered when 
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she watched Life is a Miracle, she "went with no idea" that it was an 
evangelistic film. “I remember there was a part, was it...like after Nadia 
(referring to Tracy, the leading role in Life is a Miracle) went to the hospital, 
she was going to have a surgery but it turned out her physical condition did not 
allow it, and then her husband, knowing this, was very unhappy.. .and then he 
prayed. Like that part, I was like: Oh does he have it (the Christian faith)? Coz 
before that it didn't mention it at all. And at this part, I would find it...a little 
odd, coz before that it didn't explain he had a religions faith." She said if there 
had been some cues showing that character was a Christian, she would have 
understood that he was "talking to his God" at that scene and she believed she 
would have accepted the scene better. Unfortunately, a lack of genre expectation 
has left Ching confused and uncomfortable at this scene. In contrast, given the 
genre assumptions, Ching did not find it odd even when The Miracle Box 
depicts the heaven-like scene: "[Do you find this ending strange?] Oh? No, it 
isn't. Well they believe in this religion, and they believe there's another place. 
So (the two of them) being together, I think that should be it This 
part.. .well if, like you have to put yourself into their religion to watch it, and 
you would understand." Ching's reaction is consistent with the theoretical 
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suggestion of the potential of films in providing the experience of transcendence. 
Foreign experiences that are beyond mundane experiences or previously 
unmentionable are made accessible when viewers like Ching are willing to "put 
themselves into the religion" as evangelistic films transport them on the voyage. 
Genre expectations lend support to such experiences of transcendence as they 
serve to prepare non-Christian audience to be ready for religious scenes. It also 
sensitizes non-Christian audience to make sense of the movie in terms of a 
religious framework. 
(2) Docudrama and Testification 
So far, most local evangelistic films take the form of docudrama - the 
films are mostly adapted from true stories. The director said that evangelistic 
films do not have to be made from true stories but he admitted that the 
limitation does exist because "we're talking about gospel, and if we just create a 
drama, people would argue well you can concoct whatever you want!" Thus he 
said at this stage it still has to follow that line of true story adaptation: "At this 
moment I think it hasn't reached the completely mature stage to tell a (story) 
totally.. .without reality as support, that kind of movie." He has created his own 
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story and made it into an evangelistic film Sometimes Miracles Do Happen, but 
realized from this experience that "what it's {Sometimes Miracles Do Happen) 
lacking was.. .the sense of reality." He said, “I mean it doesn't have that (sense): 
‘Oh it's real?!', 'Oh really?!'; coz we want to tell people that: 'Oh, so this faith 
is real?!，，，'Oh, so there really is God!'; we want to do that." As mentioned, 
evangelistic films do not have to be based on true stories but this is the major 
branch under the genre so far. 
One of the non-Christian viewers said the first thing he related to 
evangelistic films was that they are testimonies. For audience, the fact that 
evangelistic films are docudramas based on true stories has indeed enhances its 
convincing power. When watching The Miracle Box, the viewers would draw 
reference from the true stories they knew from other sources and it constructed 
the basis for them to decide whether the movie was convincing. Ching said, 
"Well I believe, I absolutely believe, coz actually in the newspaper there were 
their stories too. Like perhaps in some details it may not be the same, but 
basically it's following, the same, that I remember I've read, so I absolutely 
believe this." As for Life is a Miracle, Ching also said she was convinced since 
it was adapted from a true story. She emphasized she was quite shocked though 
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when she realized it was based on a true story. For Ching, the fact that 
evangelistic movies are adapted from true story has made the movies stunningly 
convincing. 
Such reference with the true story prevails across believers and 
non-believers. When discussing The Miracle Box’ a Christian viewer Wilson 
said, “I think the real part is.. .coz we knew what happened to them, I mean, not 
that we knew, but we've heard, and it also happened around us. And you would 
think, oh actually there could be such huge ups and downs in life. It's not like, 
just a movie, fictitious. It could be...real...like you could feel the sense of 
reality." But when it comes to another evangelistic movie Sometimes Miracles 
Do Happen, Wilson said, "It's actually a fictional story, so it was more 
exaggerative, so it was: ‘Oh well.. .interesting... ’ Well it was rather fictitious." 
In the same interview, another Christian viewer Angel also found The Miracle 
Box convincing since it is a docudrama, even though she thought the ups and 
downs in the story was very drastic. She said, "But.. .1 think it's real coz, like I 
knew the story. [Well would you think the movie made it very exaggerative?] It 
wouldn't. Well, when you watch the movie based on the story, you would think 
the plots make sense. (Laugh)...Like you would expect that to happen and even 
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anticipate that facial expression." Adaptations from true stories serve as the 
blueprint for audience in their sense making of evangelistic movies and testify 
the convincing power of the movies. 
(3) Melodrama and Toning 
These docudramas vary in styles too. Adrian contended that evangelistic 
movies are not confined to "the Adrian Kwan's style". The director said he 
personally liked to film topics that are loaded with emotions and full of 
compassion and kindness. His descriptions would fit his films into the 
melodrama category. The audience often refers to the style as the overall "feel" 
that the movie gave them. They are familiar with the warm, touching and 
harmonic "feel" of evangelistic films. To be more precise, I will discuss how 
such an overall tone of evangelistic movies influences audience reception. 
Again, melodrama is but one sub-genre among evangelistic films. But at the 
same time, it is widely recognized by the viewers, be they Christians or 
non-Christians. 
Recollecting the moments when she watched The Miracle Box, Yuen said, 
"Actually when I was watching this, coz after all...the story is about, not such a 
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good experience but while watching this, I didn't have a sad feeling. The 
whole movie didn't give me a sad feeling. Usually if it's about sickness, it 
would make you feel very sad, but I didn't feel that It gives me a warm 
feeling. When there's a problem, there are people around This movie gives 
me this kind of feeling too." She said that the perception of Christianity she got 
from evangelistic films is that "there's a very bright lamp in the heart of 
Christians, that they don't need to have much worries". 
Another non-Christian viewer Cynthia also said, "Actually I don't think it 
(the movie) is very sad. Yes. I don't think it's very sad. I think it's touching. You 
can't say it's sad. It's touching. It's not sad, this movie, coz actually the message 
it brings is not sad either. Right." Cynthia said although the couple was facing a 
difficult situation, she would not describe the movie as "sad" but rather as 
"touching". When asked what parts of the movie she thought was illustrating a 
God, Cynthia said she thought many parts were showing that there was a God 
mastering the lives of the couple although there was not a line explicitly stating 
“Oh I think God is helping me". The sense of God is conveyed through the tone 
of the movie: "Coz the feeling it gave me.. .actually perhaps it's merely the feel 
the movie is giving me. Perhaps at some points.. .perhaps she didn't know what 
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to do, she's sad, or happy...well...but she...well...she overcame, that's the 
feeling it gave me Well it's merely some feelings." 
Kas is a Christian who usually enjoys movies with complex plots or 
sophisticated meanings. When it comes to evangelistic films, her impression is 
that "the feeling is pure, and the way of expression is simple and direct", from 
which an alternative satisfaction is developed: "be more open and you'll feel 
very comfortable. It's indeed another kind of satisfaction." Kas emphasized 
again and again that the comfortable tone of evangelistic films is an essential 
characteristic. In fact this is the major strength she concluded for the movie: 
“The strength is that it makes people feel comfortable. Sometimes people don't 
watch a movie to feel like in a roller-coaster, that exciting. Or they might not be 
like me, seeking to think a lot... Sometimes maybe to watch a movie, just that 
it's very comfortable, it's a very nice experience." The affective satisfaction 
delivered by the tone overrides the cognitive pleasure Kas usually seeks. She 
also considered the tone of evangelistic films as an indicator of the faith it 
represents: "perhaps when there aren't a lot of details (in the movie), perhaps 
you would give some way to the feelings, like the feeling is also telling you 
something, like perhaps it's that simple, this faith (is)." 
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Although the warm and touching tone of the evangelistic films leaves a 
positive feeling in the audience, there is a disadvantage to it. Some viewers 
commented that the portrayals of the characters are too "perfect" and they 
would like to see more portrayals of the inner struggles of the characters. Gavin 
said The Miracle Box has portrayed the couple's lives to be "extraordinarily 
fruitftil": "so fruitful to the extent that it's a bit surreal. Actually, it's so.. .how 
should I put it.. .there could be such perfect people?! They can give up so much 
for each other, and in the end they can give up their lives for the SARS 
patients... I think the movie can put it in more realistic ways, like their 
weaknesses ，’ 
Similarly, Ellki said, "I think these few movies have portrayed the 
characters as too perfect. But actually for a human being, what one thinks or 
does is actually not that superior I mean they can put it more 
realistically It is not the incidents that sound unreal, but their heart, it's like 
not very realistic. They're always such perfect people “ As a seeker, Ellki 
said the superior portrayal of Christians does not touch her "deep enough" and 
what is missing is the depiction of more inner struggles of the characters, which 
she believed would deliver her a better grasp of the faith. In fact, "simplification 
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in the portrayal of human psychological motivation" is common in melodramas. 
(Lopez, 1993) When it comes to an evangelistic film though, while setting a 
harmonic and comforting tone which represents certain characteristics of 
Christianity, the productions need to include more realistic depictions of human 
struggles for a more down-to-earth representation of the faith. 
Summary 
Table 1 summarizes the genre influence to the viewers. The labeling effect 
is particularly prominent among non-Christian viewers while other influences 
are present across viewers of different religious orientations. 
Genre Influence Christian Non-Christian 
Genre label sensitizes religious perspective V 
Docudrama enhances convincing power V V 
Melodramatic style sets tone for the faith V V 
Character portrayal becomes unrealistic V V 
Table 1. Genre Influence to Christian and Non-Christian Viewers 
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Device 2: Symbols 
Next I will evaluate the second device for religious meaning generation -
symbols. Bergesen (2000) figured all pictures of God in movies are inevitably 
works of the human imagination, realized in historically contingent and 
culturally specific symbols, images, and stories. At times the picture is 
displayed in an analogical form which says "God is like.. .，’ where the 
comparison of something in this world is inserted into the equation in order to 
describe certain attributes of God?^ The use of symbols should not only be 
limited to describing God but also apply to illustrating abstract God-related 
concepts. Anker (2004) described in details how several visual emblems were 
used to convey religious sentiments in some films.^^ I will discuss the 
applications of symbols in evangelistic movies in the following. 
There are three types of symbols in The Miracle Box, The first is symbols 
that apparently have a Christian representation such as the cross and the church. 
However these merely serve as traces of Christianity but do not touch the heart 
of the story. The second is those that symbolize some ideas but not necessarily 
have religious meanings, such as chicken wings and the ring symbolizing the 
28 See Bergesen & Greeley (2000) Ch.2. Movies as Story and Metaphor 
29 See Anker (2004) Ch.4. "The Wings of a Dove": The Search for Home in Tender Mercies; 
Ch.5. The Place Beyond Words: Image and Meaning in Places in the Heart. 
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love between the couple. The religious significance of this type of symbols is 
rather weak too. The third type is symbols that do not have a religious bearing 
by nature but are used to convey religious meanings in the movie. Precisely 
only the third type of symbol is a tool to communicate religious "meanings", so 
I will focus my discussion on the third type and examine the use of this tool 
with two examples. 
The Box and Hand Over 
As the name of the movie indicates, the box is a central symbol in The 
Miracle Box. The box has appeared in 7 occasions throughout the 
1. When Albert was first discharged from the hospital, he gave the box to his 
doctor who looked weary, advising him to put all his problems in and lift it 
to God. 
2. Albert gave a box to a stubborn young boy Lok-Tin, who also had leukemia 
and refused to take his medicine. Lok-Tin put his pills in the box and later in 
the movie he took pills from the box. Another stubborn patient Yuk-Man 
observed all this. Near the end of the movie, Lok-Tin put down a box that 
says his wish to become a good doctor at Joanna's mourning area. 
See Appendix II for a more detailed transcript of the film text of these 7 occasions. 
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3. To a bothered delivery man who complained the burden on his shoulder was 
too heavy to bear, Albert gave him a box and encourage him to lighten up. 
The delivery man left in a more relaxed mood. 
4. Joanna learned to appreciate the value of the box. 
5. Joanna arranged a romantic evening for Albert to cheer him up during his 
relapse. She specially made a box for Albert as an encouragement. 
6. After Albert passed away, Joanna held the box for twice in contemplation of 
her husband. 
7. During the outbreak of SARS, Joanna gave away boxes to cheer her patient. 
People are holding boxes around in the hospital. Yuk-Man was giving away 
boxes to encourage people as well. When Joanna herself fell sick, she also 
held onto the box. After Joanna passed away, her mourning area was 
covered with boxes. 
The director illustrated the meaning he attempted to convey through the box: 
"everyone could have his own box. How they put their problems in, lift it to 
God everyone could have his own box. It's personal. It's unique. You can 
directly give it to God Well you can't borrow others'. You have your own 
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unique channel to lift your problems to God. It's another way to express a 
Christian message. For example, what is hand over (gem tuak 交託)，you put 
your problems in a box，like an envelope, you give it to God...Well Christians 
could directly pray. But in the movie, hopefully those who seldom come across 
Christianity or those who seldom go to church would also know, would accept it 
more easily. Handing over to God is just like putting it in a box, like that simple. 
It's not that abstract." 
Among the viewers, the understandings or interpretations of the concept of 
this box vary. Some would simply go with the suggested meaning in the movie 
while others might add complementary meanings, and yet others might ignore 
the box or generate opposite meanings. 
Suggested Meaning 
Connie said, "According to the movie, it contains your unhappy things, and 
then give it to the Lord, to help you solve your problems. That should be it...I 
would go along with the movie, what it says the meaning is, then that's its 
meaning." 
Yuen also went along with the suggested meaning of the box. The box is 
indeed a prominent symbol for Yuen as it has become a component of how she 
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made sense of the major message of the movie. She said that the message she 
got from the movie was that problem was not a dead end and there would 
certainly be solutions as well as support around. "And also I think the box.. .1 
don't know if people actually do this, but I think the box has some kind of 
meaning. It is not just the name of a movie. You put something in the box and 
let the above help you. This perhaps strengthens the idea. I think what I 
remember mainly about this movie would be this one." Yuen easily answered 
the function of the box is for people to put things inside and let the above help 
them. She said, "Well I remember whenever Tse Kwan-Ho (Albert)^ ^  said this, 
he would look at the sky or point upward at the same time, so it brings out quite 
clearly the idea to leave it to the above, or leave it to Christ to arrange. Although 
I don't believe.. .well not that I don't believe.. .1 mean I don't have this faith, 
well... like I said, actually you don't need to worry too much. Basically if one 
believes in it, the concept is that a lot of things in this world has its own 
arrangement, even if we are not talking about religion, we would also always 
say lift it to the above, the above would fix it for you. I think it's like this, 
everything has its own arrangement." It is interesting that Yuen often use “the 
31 At times the informants called the actors and actresses by name while they were actually 
referring to the characters in the movie. Here the informant was actually referring to Albert in 
the movie though she used the actor's name. In many cases that follow, I will quote the 
informants as original and bracket the character they refer to for clarity's sake. 
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above" to replace "God" as usually called in the Christian community. Yet it 
also illustrates that it is possible for non-Christians to understand a Christian 
concept when a symbol is used. Like Yuen, she picked up the clues that the 
actor often looked up at the same time when he gave out the box and associated 
it with "the above". Also, she linked the idea with some common beliefs and 
thus found this concept of hand over more easily understandable. 
As mentioned earlier, Ellki is a non-Christian who is active in the pursuit of 
knowing about Christianity. Therefore she knows some concepts in Christianity 
quite well. Although she is not a Christian, she would associate the idea of the 
box to praying as she herself often prays as well. “I think it's like. ..is it like a 
prayer. But it's like more specific. Just like if you say 'when you have any 
unhappiness, any difficulties, just pray', for non-Christians, they'd be like 'well, 
how do I pray then? Well I'm not a Christian, what is it for?' Perhaps it's like 
telling in another way, but the point is still to tell them if anything happens, they 
can pray. But it's put in another way: 'you can put everything into the box...， 
Well that's what I guess for its meaning," said Ellki. 
Compatible Meaning 
Some of the viewers generate more meanings from the symbol than 
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suggested. Some of these are extensions of the suggested meaning while others 
are independent of the suggested meaning. But these extra meanings can all be 
considered to be compatible with the suggested meaning, in the sense that they 
do not contradict with the stated idea. Kas said, "Well it's for putting the 
troubles in and giving it to God, so it's like a prayer. And it's also a gift, coz it's 
God's grace, that He would take away your troubles." She added her own 
interpretation that the box represents an offer from God to take away people's 
troubles and thus represents grace. While this idea has not been stated in the 
movie，it is certainly a reasonable extension from the suggested meaning. 
Another Christian Erica thinks the box means "cooperation and unity" on 
the one hand and "passing on" on the other. In fact, the idea of "passing on" is 
also one of the intended meanings of the author although this meaning is not 
explicitly stated in the movie. The director said that from Albert learning to 
make boxes and being kind enough to send them out to others, to Joanna also 
changing her attitude from rejecting the idea to spreading blessings with boxes, 
further to people all around giving out boxes blessing each other, the whole 
chain was conveying an idea of passing on too. Therefore Erica's interpretation 
of the box as a symbol of passing on actually reveals an implicit meaning of the 
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box. 
However, the meaning of cooperation and unity is hardly the theme of the 
movie judging from the story itself. Erica seems to have generated the meaning 
of the box out of linguistic rules as well as the background of the movie. In 
Cantonese, box {hup 盒)pronounces the same as part of the term cooperation 
{hupjok 合作）and unity {hupyut 合一).Erica's interpretation for cooperation 
and unity from the box could well be associated with the pronunciation. Another 
source of such interpretation is from the backdrop of the story, rather than the 
story itself: "Well the backdrop of it was SARS. Without unity, how could 
people fight against SARS at that time? Without unity, how come there were 
people out there at the frontline as medical professionals?" Therefore when 
Erica explained that she thought the box also represented the idea of "passing 
on", she was actually referring to "passing this unity on". Although such 
interpretation is quite independent of the suggested meaning in the movie, it is 
still considered compatible with the movie since it is not contradictory to the 
original idea of the box. 
For Angel and Wilson, the box could mean something between a hope and 
an escape. 
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Angel: It's a wish {hei mong 希望).Or a hope {pan mong 盼望). 
[A hope about what?] 
Wilson: The hope about an unknown future. Two things: one is the unknown 
future, that's the first; the second is the difficulties that are known now. Yes. The 
two are related. Perhaps it's talking about, now you don't want to face, or you 
don't know how to face, then...put it in there, teaching you to... 
Angel: Like it's a run-away (ton bei 逃避).Like you can put something in there, 
then you don't have it anymore, kind of. Like it's sort of an escape. But it also 
gives you a hope, that when you put it in there, it's gone. 
Wilson: Depends on your orientation. You can say it's a run-away, or it's 
a... hope. 
Angel: I think I've used the wrong word. Should I not use run-away? Well... 
Wilson: (Laugh)...I think you have. I let you say it again. 
Angel: "Escape". Running away sounds a bit negative. 
Wilson: Tuet lei (脫離，escape)? 
Angel: Yes, tuet lei (脫離，escape). 
Again Angel and Wilson were adding meanings for the box from their own 
interpretations. While these meanings are not stated in the movie, they are 
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compatible with the idea of handing problems over to God. Whether it is a hope 
or an escape is indeed the matter of how one interprets the act of handing 
problems over to God. 
Ignorance or Opposite Meaning 
Not all viewers were very conscious of the meaning conveyed by the box 
though. When asked about the meaning of the box, some viewers showed a loss 
of interpretation: 
"Oh yes...actually I didn't think about this. Can you explain how the box 
appeared in the movie?" 
"Good question.. .Actually I've overlooked the box. Do you have more 
information? I don't remember." 
"What is the meaning of the box.. .well your questions are very interesting. 
Actually I didn't really consider it carefully. Well but...there's a 
meaning...there should be a meaning...(laugh)……Well when I watched the 
movie, I didn't particularly think about it actually." 
Such responses come from both Christians and non-Christians. They said 
that they did not find the box a particular impressive symbol. Still, some of 
them were able to interpret the meaning of the box although they said they were 
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not sure. Some informants who have expressed their unawareness would ask for 
clarifications for the occasions where the box was shown in the movie. Some 
were able to pick up the meaning of the box with brief clarifications and some 
others needed more detailed descriptions. 
There are yet viewers who totally lost track of the meaning of the box. 
After I explained to Elaine that it is said in the movie that people can write 
down any of their sadness and put it in the box and lift it to "Him", Elaine said 
innocently, "Well, no then, then every time you open the box you see the sad 
things. Would it be better the other way round? To put the happy things in, 
would it be better?" This interpretation is totally irrelevant and incompatible 
with the story plot and the intended meaning of the symbol. It shows the 
possibility of generating opposite meaning from the symbol. Elaine was not 
trying to challenge the meaning as presented. The presentation of the box in the 
movie simply makes no connection to her that putting the sadness in the box 
and lifting it to the God above is plausible. When we discussed the issue of 
praying in the interview, Elaine also expressed that she thought praying was 
useless because it did not seem to help. This further shows that the idea of 
handing over as conveyed by the symbol of the box makes no connection to her 
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belief system. 
Summing up how the viewers make sense of the box as a symbol, we could 
derive a few inclinations: going with the suggested meanings; adding 
compatible meanings; generating opposite meanings; and at times ignorance of 
the symbol itself. 
Nature and God With Us 
Another example from The Miracle Box is the use of nature to symbolize 
God's presence with people. The director said, “I use the nature, like the nature 
represents God. The nature represents God, through the bird's songs and flower 
scents. And I use rainbow coz in the Bible God made a covenant with people 
with rainbow. In the movie at that point God appeared, but He's in.. .the flowers, 
the open flowers, the rainbow. He's revealing it to Joanna quietly. So this...God 
is，like all of a sudden it's supernatural. Like in the last 90 minutes of the movie 
we're looking at people, people, people. But now as we suddenly look up, so 
God has always been up there the tree has always been by her side. 
Actually in the whole movie there are many shots of the tree and the balcony 
together. They (the couple) are playing and so in the balcony. So God is always 
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with us. It's just that we didn't look up The human, it's mechanical world, 
the electronic world, this is the human world. God's world is the nature, the 
beauty and goodness in there. So I think, in The Miracle Box, the environment 
can tell you that there's God. ‘God，，I think this term, I think it is.. .the Creator. 
He's the one who created the sky and the earth. His status is extremely high, I 
mean extremely great, but He also has compassion." 
Nature as a symbol is less explicit as compared to the box. Some of the 
viewers picked up this symbol of nature as God's presence, but not many indeed. 
Yuen did bring up the rainbow but she did not remember clearly the meaning of 
the rainbow: "Something about the rainbow. I don't remember what's the use of 
the rainbow. But it's like the rainbow can help them to meet again after they 
died. But I don't remember how the saying goes." On the other hand, it was 
easier for Erica to comprehend the meaning of the rainbow when she mobilized 
her Biblical knowledge. When asked to name some symbols used in the movie, 
she named the rainbow: "Rainbow. ..a symbol of a covenant, an agreement, that 
you both agree upon, you would stay together, be it life or death, or sickness, 
you would still stay together. And the covenant between you and God. [Why the 
rainbow?] Rainbow exactly has the meaning of a covenant, like rainbow 
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symbolizes a vow. Then...and it's exactly after disasters...like proving God's 
presence." Erica's understanding is based on the Biblical reference where God 
used the rainbow as a sign of His covenant with people after the great flood.^^ 
That is why she said the rainbow is a symbol of covenant and proves God's 
presence after disasters. Given such Biblical knowledge as resource, Erica could 
take it for granted that rainbow naturally symbolizes covenant. 
Erica was also among the few informants who recognized nature as God's 
presence. She said that a scene that Joanna was reaching out to touch the 
sunshine was the most impressing to her in the whole movie: "It's like, well, 
actually it's...symbolizing her relationship with God, like her contact with the 
world, and God's contact with these two people through this world. I mean, that 
feeling...very touching, very touching." 
Angel and Wilson also noticed some details about the sunshine and the sky. 
Wilson said he remembered a shot where "there's some sunshine shining 
through, like there's a symbol of hope" and he illustrated it represented that God 
has always been there, maybe just a few steps away. Angel also noticed that the 
main characters reached out their hands to the sky a few times in the movie. 
Though understanding that it represents a communication with the God above, 
32 See Holy Bible (NIV). International Bible Society. Genesis 9: 1-17. 
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she was not too comfortable with the repetition of the gesture. On the other 
hand，Wilson found this only natural for a person to seek a higher power in his 
low times: ".. .so it's natural you look up to the sky. The sky. I think the sky, for 
human...like particularly, like the meaning is, it's something superior or 
supernatural." 
Summary 
As discussed in the literature, the richness of symbolic resources is 
believed to be one of the advantages of films in channeling religious sentiments. 
Symbols serve as analogical tools to explicate abstract religious concepts in 
evangelistic movies. Yet the rich resources also open up rich possibilities of 
meanings. Table 2 summarizes my observations of the possible interpretation 
patterns from Christian and non-Christian viewers. The ability to grasp the 
suggested meaning of symbols does not seem to vary according to religious 
orientation. Chances for Christian viewers and non-Christian viewers to ignore 
the symbol are similar too. Those who add compatible meaning for the symbols 
tend to be Christians while sometimes non-Christian viewers may generate 
opposite meaning for the symbols as the suggested ideas in the movie may not 
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be compatible to their belief system. For less explicit symbols, while both 
Christian and non-Christian viewers might pick up the symbol, Christian 
viewers have a better grasp of the symbolic meaning when they make use of 
their Biblical knowledge as resources for interpretation. 
Interpretation Patterns Christian Non-Christian 
Suggested meaning V V 
Compatible meaning V 
Ignorance V V 
Opposite meaning V 
Recognize less explicit symbol V V 
Mobilize Biblical resource V 
Table 2. 
Patterns of Interpretation of Symbols from Christian and Non-Christian Viewers 
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Device 3: Critical Moments 
The third device to be examined is the "critical moments" in the movie. 
Jacobs (1993) suggested "situation" to be a core element of melodramas.^^ 
Situation could be defined as "a striking and exciting incident that momentarily 
arrests narrative action while the characters encounter a powerful new 
circumstance and the audience relishes the heightened dramatic tension." 
(Singer, 2001)34 These "situations", or moments, might be even more important 
in religious or evangelistic films. Anker (2004) observed that when it comes to 
“God”，movies are more about showing than naming. Filmmakers are far more 
interested in chronicling how the encounter with God or grace occurs in an 
individual human's experience than in dramatizing or proof-texting any 
particular creedal or ideological perspective. Evangelistic movies attempt to 
recognize the actuality of a loving divine presence that aids people in peril, 
confusion, and general lostness. Instead of trying to catch the miraculous, 
instead of big displays, filmmakers have largely focused on chronicling and 
analyzing the encounter of ordinary people with the divine. The filmmakers' 
gaze fixes on how God comes and how the divine presence affects those it 
“ J a c o b s , L. (1993) The Woman's Picture and the Poetics of Melodrama. Camera Obscura. 31. 
Referred from Singer (2001) Ch.2. Meanings of Melodrama. 
34 Singer (2001) Ch.2. 
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strikes. Very often it is only by tracking the response of recipients of that 
presence that the reality and nature of God is made clear. 
Critical moments serve to display that divine encounter. Adrian explained 
the importance of critical moments in his movies. He said it was one of the 
important indicators for him to evaluate whether and how his movies are doing 
their job: "especially in some critical moments, in some scenes, whether you 
(the audience) shed tears, coz when you are in tears you're already letting 
go...coz it's very hard for Hong Kong people to cry, coz crying seems to show 
weakness, seems like you have problems Actually the first step I want is to 
break through the walls of people, to (let you) put down yourself, to let it out by 
crying. This is the first step, I am already helping you to release yourself.  
After crying, you feel good, and afterwards you gradually get the bits and pieces 
in the middle of it.，，said the director. 
He mentioned that he wanted to portray Christians as just human beings 
who would have very common feelings and emotions. And he explained the 
critical moment: "Actually this scene was the one that I wanted to take care of 
the most when I wrote this script or, when I shot this film I wanted to 
illustrate that Christians are also human beings and there would be times they 
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questioned where God is. This scene, I wanted to film it." When he said this he 
was referring to the scene where Joanna sat next to the cabinet burst out crying 
one night after her husband's death. He contended that the issue of suffering 
was the hardest question to answer in an evangelistic movie, but somehow he 
has again and again tried to handle this issue in his evangelistic movies. He said 
he was in search of the perfect answer about sufferings，and although he 
believed he might not find it before he ultimately sees God, in his films he 
attempted to express his beliefs and realizations throughout his own searching. 
The whole critical moment is a 5-minute sequence, consisted of three 
technical scenes, in the movie^^ The first scene is the trigger: after Albert's 
death, one night Joanna was contemplating by herself at home. It happened that 
she discovered a portrait of her painted by Albert, which Albert had always been 
keeping away from her，hidden at the back of the bookshelf. This started to 
trigger Joanna's emotions. The next scene is where it actually bursts out: Joanna 
sat on the floor, looked crushed. And she started crying as her mother sat next to 
her. While crying, Joanna asked, "Mom, where is God?" Mother answered her, 
"He's here. He has never left us." Joanna kept crying. The third scene is the 
wrap-up of the incident: the next morning Joanna woke up. She looked out and 
“ S e e Appendix III for a more detailed transcript of the film text of this critical moment. 
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saw the tree outside her balcony was full of flowers. She walked out to the 
balcony and reached out her hand to the sky, on which a rainbow arched. She 
looked moved and content. Rigorously speaking, it could be argued that the 
middle scene was actually "the moment", and this is also "the scene" that was 
critical according to the director as well. But the audience often join the above 
three parts and refer to the sequence as a whole or refer to the individual scene 
interchangeably. Therefore I will also refer to the three technical scenes as a 
bundled "critical moment" in the following discussion. 
Many of the informants found the sequence impressive and said it was the 
most impressive sequence for them when asked to name one. They said this 
sequence was very touching and they could sense the character's helplessness 
and loneliness there. One said that it triggered her heart at that point, and 
another said that seeing the character crying naturally moved her to cry along. 
Kas also described how this sequence had totally caught her and moved her: 
“coz Tse Kwan-Ho (Albert) has already died, and she (Joanna) seemed to be 
alright the whole time And suddenly she was sitting next to a cabinet 
crying...There I was touched too. Yes...like I was thinking, how this Christian 
was like, and I would project that Dr Tse was so strong and I was 
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wondering whether it's like she wouldn't cry. Just as I was thinking this and she 
suddenly went like this, so I felt like: wow...yes...like that.. ’， 
More than simply moving the viewer emotionally, this sequence of critical 
moment also managed to arouse religious contemplations among the viewers. 
Christian Viewers 
The interpretations of this sequence are quite consistent among Christian 
viewers. Christian viewers incline to associate Joanna's emotions with their own 
personal experience and show a strong identification. More than remembering 
Joanna got overwhelmed and cried hard at the scene, many of them remarked 
on Joanna's question "Where is God?" before I brought it up. When asked 
whether they have asked the same or similar question in their life, they almost 
all answered with a yes. One of the Christian viewers said "you certainly would 
have those questions!" Most of them said although they have never encountered 
as tough an experience as Joanna's, they have inevitably had this question in 
their heart in low times of their lives, therefore they could share this moment 
and considered this a very natural and normal expression which in fact showed 
Joanna's honest and intimate relationship with her God. 
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Erica said, "You see more of her human nature. That's how it is. People are 
that ordinary, that down-to-earth...When you encounter sufferings, you really 
would ask that. I mean even if you are not asking others, you would ask 
yourself. Like, or you would ask God, where are You? It's very normal It's 
a very human response, particularly when a person, when you are helpless, in 
sufferings, your subjective wish is that God would do something, so you would 
ask t h a t . E r i c a said she had also asked this question in her life: "...I would 
ask, and He wouldn't answer you, but you would ask, yes. And it doesn't 
mean. ..like this kind of questioning doesn't mean that I don't believe Him or I 
want some kind of answer, but. ..I would. ..really, really, hysterically ask Him, 
like: God! Tell me! Come out! Like that, right." She said she would unleash her 
emotion fiilly and cry and bargain with God in hard times, but after all: 
"Although at that time you would ask, where is God but I think.. .you know 
that God knows, you know that He's watching, this is.. .the most touching, 
because you trust that.. .when He watches He would take responsibility. He is 
not blind. If He is blind, He stops watching. But He still watches, and so He 
would take responsibility. How He takes care of it, I don't know, but He would 
take care." Erica said having asked the same question actually gave her 
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resonance at this critical moment of the movie. 
Connie also found this expression very normal: "When you believe 
someone can help you solve your problems, and you lift everything to Him. But 
one day when you find out He is not fitting what you want, like what He 
arranges is not what you want... "Where are you", I think this is very normal 
out of a human being. Especially when you are at your lowest, you wouldn't 
think that perhaps He does this to let you experience something or gain 
something else." Connie said she has also asked this question. "But later you 
really would discover, oh perhaps there's another meaning, that He makes you 
go through something." Therefore, when asked whether she thought Joanna had 
a way out, Connie said, “I think she did, coz she is a Christian...like even 
though...like however desperate her situation, later she would...have a belief 
that, “I believe what He arranges for me is the best, even though at this moment 
it is not like what I want." Having gone through similar situation of asking 
where God is, Connie assumes the same belief that assisted her through her hard 
times would serve as the way out for the main character at this critical moment 
as well. 
For Kas, who also found Joanna's response a natural expression, admitted 
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her struggles about this scene: "Well...actually...1 don't understand...even as a 
Christian, I don't understand why she had to go through this.. .It's very normal 
for a person, even she's a very strong person, but at that point, it's not the time 
to continue being that strong. Well...her emotion...yes...at that point...she 
needed to release it." This was actually the second time in the interview that 
Kas expressed her struggles saying she didn't understand, "even as a Christian", 
why things were happening in such a way. But even with so much doubt, Kas, | j 
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who experienced God as a loving father, said her relationship with God is built I 
I： 
j： 
on trust: “•. .normally I am not like that. Apart from matters about God. . . lam j： 
i: 
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usually a person who has to do everything with a reason. I need to know why." 
Describing herself as very rational usually, Kas said when it came to God, she 
accepted it with a faith that is hard to explain: "it's very abstract, but since you i 
really have a spirit there, your spirit has a connection with Him. You would 
know it. Yes.. .having the connection, you know it, and know that He's real." 
Kas brings her personal image of God into her interpretation of the critical 
moment. Based on her own understanding and perception of this God, although 
she did not understand why all the mishaps, Kas still believed this God would 
not leave Joanna without a way out. She thought that "it's just God arranges 
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their lives so interestingly. He has His ideas. He wouldn't just let the two of 
them just in their golden years, and that they just got married, and then let 
her just got so sad...I think God wouldn't." 
Non-Christian Viewers 
Among non-Christians, there were more variations in response and 
interpretations to the critical moment. 
Particularly in interpreting the question "where is God", some 
non-Christians think it is normal that one would ask such a question in that 
situation while others think the character should not ask, or they would not ask 
if they were Joanna, given her circumstances. 
Ricky said, “I think it's only normal for her to ask. I would ask that as well 
if I was she. I mean a good person, why would. ..like why did she have to die? 
Well and they always thought God was helping them, but actually in the end he 
died, why's so?" Ricky said he actually asked his Christian colleagues how 
come such things happened after watching this movie. He said this movie has 
stimulated him to ask questions and discuss issues about Christianity with his 
Christian colleagues while they seldom touch on those topics in other times. 
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Another non-Christian Yuen said she thought the reason why Joanna would ask 
that question in the movie was a loss of direction. Agreeing to Joanna's 
response, Yuen mumbled, "Where is God.. .indeed.. .where has He gone. .."As 
we compare these non-Christian viewers with those Christians also asked along 
with Joanna in the movie, although their response appear similar on the surface, 
their rationales behind are in fact different. The Christian viewers often wrap up 
their interpretation with a Christian belief such as that God has His own plans or 
that God is still in control. Therefore there is a kind of closure in Christian's 
interpretations even though the critical scene raises questions about the tough 
issue of sufferings. For non-Christian viewers on the other hand, when they 
asked along, they were actually asking an open question that they do not seem 
to have an answer in their own heart. 
Cynthia said that she thought it was "normal" and "natural" for Joanna to 
ask such a question at that situation too. Despite this, when asked whether she 
would think the same way and ask the same question at that point, Cynthia said, 
"No I wouldn't. I wouldn't actually. Coz...coz I understand. I understand, I 
understand. [You understand...] I understand what the support in this faith is for. 
I understand it is not only in times when one has everything going smooth, 
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everything happy, that God is with you. In some difficulties, some frustrations, 
actually God is also with you. Yes." Though not a Christian, Cynthia 
emphasized that she "understand(s)" the Christian principles and so she would 
not ask the question where God is. It shows that based on her understanding of 
Christianity, this would not be an appropriate question. 
Ellki's interpretation is similar to Cynthia's. At first she said it was 
"normal" and "inevitable" for Joanna to ask where God is at that moment, but 
later she added that she thought a Christian "should not" have that question: 
"Well how to say...I think coz usually when you ask this question, you're 
like.. .considering God's love in the same way as your love to others, like you 
would think if you love someone, I wouldn't want him to be sad, to suffer. So if 
God loves me, why would He allow this? Like that. That's usually what 
non-Christians think. But I think if you are a Christian, you should be clear that 
it's not like that..." Ellki said that a Christian should know that God has not 
promised that believing in Him would make everything easy and smooth. 
Therefore in Ellki's understanding of Christianity, Joanna's question became 
invalid to a certain extent. It is interesting though, while Ellki is not a Christian, 
she said she has asked the question "where is God" too. She said the situation 
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happened to arise after she watched the movie. She said, "I think it's so right, 
this question. Coz when I was very sad, I have asked this too when I asked 
that，I did recall that scene...that's for real Although it sounds like I can 
analyze that Ada (Joanna) should know like...like she should not ask this 
question, but I, as a non-Christian...not yet a Christian, am still asking this..." 
Ching also said she might not respond the same way if she was Joanna. 
She thought she should have accepted that although her husband recovered, he 
might have a relapse and she should be prepared if she was Joanna. "Of course 
at the moment when he left, you would...collapse. But, as in me, I might not 
ask "where is God’’，coz you believe in Him, I mean if I believed in God, when 
Tse Kwan-Ho (Albert) left, he's just gone to be with God. So...well...I don't 
think there's anything to complain about. [Well do you think there's a God in 
this world? Or a Master?] Well...I don't. [Well, so if something happened to 
you, you wouldn't query where this Master is either. Is that right?] Right, I 
wouldn't." Although Ching is not a believer, she applied her understanding 
about Christianity in interpreting this scene too. She reasoned that by 
understanding one is only gone to be with God after death, Christians should be 
able to overcome the sorrows. 
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Projection from a Distance 
Another type of interpretation that exists among some viewers regardless 
of religious background is that some interpret the critical moment as the 
author's attempt to convey a Christian message at that particular scene. Instead 
of personally identifying with the character's actions and emotions, some 
viewers interpret the sequence from a more remote distance and treat it as a 
moral lesson. 
Ellki said, "Actually I think this scene in the movie was to take the chance 
to bring a message to the non-believers that...well in your words, it's...God has 
not promised everything is smooth. Like actually...I think the meaning here is 
that even Christians would encounter unpleasant events, they would encounter 
difficulties, but...this doesn't mean God is not here. Well I think there's this 
scene here, it's coz the movie wants to express this." 
Christian viewers Angel and Wilson also consider this sequence a trace of 
the author's intention to insert a message in the movie. Angel said it functioned 
to capture the audience, attention to be ready for a message - "waking you up 
all of a sudden" in her words. She went on to explain, "Well, like, ok everyone 
was watching the movie. They were watching, watching, watching. So much 
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happened. But actually the key message it brings out is, the critical, it's 
this...like perhaps before that (scene) it didn't carry much that God is 
involved. "In techniques, it brings out the key message Techniques, it's 
like，'ding'." Wilson also drew similar interpretation: "I think it's probably a 
guess that the audience would have this doubt at this point, that, if this is a true 
story, it happened that way, where is their God? Well, the arrangement was for 
the character to ask where God is at that point. Well I think apart from it being 
the character's doubt, it may also be a doubt for some of the viewers Well I 
think the question is meaningful. I mean they didn't just make a movie for 
people to simply watch and go, they also want the audience to think about 
something, to get something." 
Summary 
Table 3 summarizes the possible responses to and interpretations of the 
critical moment from the viewers. Christian viewers tend to show a strong 
identification with the character in the critical moment. They find resonance 
from their own personal experience and echo the character's emotions and 
response. They also find closure to the tough issues of life based on their 
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Christian faith while their non-Christian counterparts engage in an open search 
for answer to those questions. The degree of identification varies among 
non-Christian viewers. Some identify with the character while others do not. 
Some of the non-Christian attempt to interpret the instance through a Christian 
perspective although they do not personally hold those beliefs. Some of the 
viewers, regardless of religious background, take a more distant approach in 
interpretation. Refraining from emotional attachment or value judgment, they 
simply consider the critical moment as the author's attempt to carry a message. 
Despite the various patterns of interpretation, the critical moment serves to 
arouse audience' contemplations of philosophical and religious issues. 
Interpretation Patterns Christian Non-Christian 
Strong Identification: V 
Find resonance from personal experience 
Agree to the character's response V V 
Find closure for tough life issues V 
Disagree to the character's response V 
Distanced projection: V V 
Treat as author's intention to carry message 
Table 3. 
Patterns of Interpretation of the Critical Moment from Christian and 
Non-Christian Viewers 
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Figure 2 summarizes the discussion of how a religious meaning generation from 
evangelistic films is achieved. 
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Figure 2 synthesizes the discussion in this and the last chapter. In the last 
chapter I opened the discussions from a few introductory angles. I have first 
established the goal of evangelistic movies as proclaiming the Christian gospel 
message. Then I discussed some conventional perception of evangelistic movies 
and some latest trend of evangelistic films as observed by the audience. At 
times both Christians and non-Christians have a perception that evangelistic 
films are so intentional in selling the Christian message to an unacceptable 
extent. They criticize evangelistic films for being hard sell since the efforts are 
too explicit. Both Christians and non-Christians explained that they tend to 
align evangelistic movies with mainstream movies and favor evangelistic 
movies that they find comparable to a mainstream style. At the same time, many 
of them observed that the latest productions of evangelistic movies are 
gradually measuring up to mainstream movies. An advance in evangelistic 
movies is seen, The Miracle Box being one example. This is the prerequisite to 
lure wider audience to watch evangelistic films. 
Whereas evangelistic films come close to mainstream movies in certain 
ways, it also follows that some viewers would consider watching evangelistic 
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films no more than watching another movie and simply treat it as a leisure 
activity. They extract the enjoyment of watching evangelistic movies simply as 
watching any other movies. In these cases, viewers seldom take it seriously to 
generate religious meanings out of the evangelistic movies. The viewing and 
reception of evangelistic films stay on an entertainment level. 
Given the advance of the evangelistic film text, I discussed what elevates 
the consumption of evangelistic films to another level where religious meanings 
are generated. I examined three devices that are used to generate religious 
meanings from evangelistic movies. First, genre works in three ways in 
influencing audience interpretation of evangelistic movies. The genre label of 
an evangelistic film cues viewers to generate meanings from a Christian 
perspective. Evangelistic movies as docudramas have an enhanced convincing 
power as the true story serves as a reference and testifies to the audience. One 
particular branch of the genre - melodrama — also conveys an understanding 
about Christianity to the audience through its tone. The second device is 
symbols which explicate some abstract Christian concepts in more vivid ways. 
Third, critical moments in the films transport audiences to contemplate religious 
issues as well. 
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I discussed each device in terms of Christian and non-Christian viewers' 
reception. Viewers' religious orientation affects the operation of each device in 
some ways. Table 4 summarizes the inclinations in Christians' and 
non-Christians' applications of the three devices. 
First, genre influence is quite consistent across the two groups of viewers 
although genre label is more crucial to non-Christian viewers. Second, two 
symbols - the box and the nature 一 in The Miracle Box are used to illustrate 
how viewers might follow the suggested meaning, generate compatible 
meanings, or generate opposite meanings or ignore the symbols. Referring to 
their Biblical knowledge, Christians can understand some symbols more readily. 
Third, in critical moments. Christians find resonance from their personal 
experience and strongly identify with the characters while non-Christians vary 
in their identification. Some non-Christians refer to their own beliefs whereas 
some interpret the critical moments according to the Christianity as far as they 
understand. Some viewers incline to treat the critical moments as the author's 
effort to convey certain messages. I have offered an account of each of these 
three devices that are used in audience interpretation of evangelistic movies. 
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Device 1: Genre Christian Non-Christian 
Genre label sensitizes religious perspective yj 
Docudrama enhances convincing power V V 
Melodramatic style sets tone for the faith J^ 
Character portrayal becomes unrealistic V V 
Device 2: Symbol 
Viewer generates suggested meaning V V 
Viewer generates compatible meaning V 
Viewer ignores the symbol yj 
Viewer generates opposite meaning V 
Viewer recognizes less explicit symbol V V 
Viewer mobilizes Biblical resource V 
Device 3: Critical Moment 
Strong Identification: Viewer finds resonance V 
from personal experience 
Viewer agrees to the character's response V V 
Viewer finds closure for tough life issues V 
Viewer disagrees to the character's response V 
Distanced projection: Viewer treats the scene V 
as author's intention to carry message 





In this thesis I have discussed evangelistic films in Hong Kong, with 
audience reception as the focus. Evangelistic films have been of sight in Hong 
Kong only in the last decade but have been gradually receiving wider attention. 
As a Christian myself, I am interested in exploring how Christian messages in 
evangelistic films are received in the audience. My attempt is to study what 
elements aid the viewers in their interpretation of evangelistic films and whether 
Christians and non-Christians demonstrate different patterns when employing 
the devices. 
I have first reviewed literature concerning the relationship between religion 
and media. While there used to be different approaches as to the use of media to 
blend in religious messages including more skeptical attitudes, scholars declare 
that religion and media are coming to a convergence. There emerges a reflexive 
quest of spirituality where more deliberate efforts on people's own part for their 
own religious and spiritual seeking are expected. Religion is said to be more 
oriented towards symbols as autonomous selves tend to pick and choose among 
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symbols and thereby construct their religion identities. At the same time films 
are said to have the potential to express religious subject matter for several 
reasons. Images in films make a rich variety of symbolic resources tangible for 
audience to take from. Films are also capable of carrying the audience to a 
liminoid state of consciousness where the everyday world is superseded by the 
imageries presented in front of the audience. One becomes more emotionally 
sensitive and is more open to the unaccustomed worldviews presented when 
engrossed in a film. With technology, filmic effects also manage to present the 
transcendence in front of the audience, leading to more accessible religious 
experiences. Assuming such huge potentials, scholars are optimistic towards the 
films of piety. Religion and film arise as a fairly new interdisciplinary field of 
study. However, many of the studies appeared in forms of individual film 
critiques while what other audiences think were seldom heard. I consider it 
inadequate to simply assume religious meanings in films are in effect while 
ignoring audience reception. 
The overview of related academic pursuits is followed by the background 
of the local case. I have provided a brief account of the development of local 
evangelistic films. I also selected The Miracle Box, the most recent evangelistic 
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film within the course of research, as a focus of study to examine and illustrate 
how the audience makes sense of Christian message in the movie. 
Next I proceeded to present my findings. Local evangelistic films used to 
be notorious for trying too hard in selling the gospel. Both non-Christians and 
Christians frowned on that inclination and they would like to judge an 
evangelistic movie in the same way they would judge a mainstream movie. 
Nevertheless, the gap between evangelistic movies and mainstream movies is 
thought to be narrowing and the viewers welcome this trend. We must not 
overlook this change as it is the foundation on which we could discuss 
evangelistic film interpretation today. 
As evangelistic films are becoming more like mainstream movies, some 
viewers consider watching an evangelistic film just an entertainment similar to 
watching any other movies and do not approach it in a religious manner. This 
could be considered one mode of reception as well. On the other hand, some 
viewers digest the religious meanings in evangelistic films using several 
devices. 
My major findings are the three devices in audience reception of 
evangelistic movies: 1) genre; 2) symbols; and 3) critical moments. 
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First, genre works in three levels: i) evangelistic film as a genre label; ii) 
docudrama serve as testification; iii) melodrama sets an affectionate tone for the 
faith represented by the films. The genre label of an evangelistic film cues 
audience to interpret the movie in light of Christianity. Viewers rely on the fact 
that evangelistic movies are adapted from true stories and become more 
convinced. Evangelistic films as melodramas carry an affectionate style and set 
the tone for the movie which audience also project to an image about 
Christianity. 
The second device is symbols in the movie. They serve to explicate the 
abstract religious concepts. In discussing with the viewers their interpretations 
of two particular symbols, I found that symbols work for some viewers but not 
all. Some have altogether ignored the symbols. Different levels of meaning 
generation are present in those who recognize the symbols. Both Christians and 
non-Christians might follow the suggested meaning while some of the former 
add compatible meanings and some of the latter generate opposite meanings 
from the symbols. Sometimes Christians understand some symbols more readily 
by drawing on their Biblical knowledge. 
Critical moments in the films serve as the third device as they stimulate the 
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viewers for philosophical or religious contemplations. In these critical moments, 
Christians can usually echo the feelings when they refer to their personal 
experience and thus show a strong identification. For non-Christians, some 
contrast their own beliefs to the character's response to the situation. Others try 
to interpret the critical moments according to how they understand a Christian 
should behave. Some viewers tend to treat the critical moments as the author's 
intention to convey certain messages. 
While scholars of religion and film studies are optimistic to the potential of 
films in delivering religious sentiments, my study has shown that audience 
agency can significantly affect the religious meaning generated from 
evangelistic films. My examination of the audience' sense making out of 
evangelistic movies have demonstrated how individuals exercise their 
autonomy in assembling a religious discourse from a rich variety of resources. 
As the same story, the same symbols, and the same scenes are presented in front 
of different watchers, watchers have considerable agency to define resources 
they consider relevant and to cobble what is religiously meaningful to 
themselves. The audience' attitude to evangelistic films also illustrates the 
fluidity of people's spiritual quest. Among the non-believers, many would 
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acknowledge the possibility of belief but refuse to affirm belief. There is a 
staggering openness to exploring possibilities of belief and a willing suspension 
of hesitancy to confront the grounds of faith and morality. 
I l l 
Limitations and Further Research 
This thesis is merely a beginning of research into local evangelistic films 
and there is much room to stretch. Scholars have agreed that the integration of 
the study of religion and film is a fairly new field whereas Ostwalt (2003) even 
commented it has "yet to emerge as a truly interdisciplinary field". As discussed 
earlier, the fact of the field is, commentaries abound, but established works and 
solid theories are lacking. This has led to the difficulty in my search of a 
guiding theoretical framework for my study. As a result, I have put my best foot 
forward to collaborate scholars' ideas to inspire my exploratory study. I also 
wish to enrich the field by contributing some empirical data. But after all, more 
solid theories are to be built in the area and this is a major need in the 
interdisciplinary field. 
Methodologically, alternative research methods might be conducive to my 
study as well. More formal participant observations could enrich my findings. 
Apart from in-depth interviews, focus group interviews might also be useful in 
collecting insightful data when informants have the opportunity to discuss and 
debate ideas. 
There are further research possibilities in the area. While my study focuses 
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on audience reception, the production of evangelistic films also merits studies. 
This includes the filming of the movie as well as the pre- and post- process. In 
fact, for the recent evangelistic film productions, the strategic release campaigns 
have been expanding. The promotion of the movie extends to other media as 
well, such as plugging the theme song on radio. The campaign of an 
evangelistic film release^^ is part of the production process that is worth 
studying. 
The second direction is to further the study of evangelistic films as a genre. 
Whereas I focus my discussion on docudramas and melodramas, other 
sub-genres of evangelistic movies are also researchable. For example, towards 
the end of my study period, an evangelistic movie in documentary form was 
released. It apparently carries a very different style from docudramas and 
melodramas. Whether and how other branches of evangelistic films should 
work for local audience is a direction for further research. 
The third line is to study evangelistic films as a social practice. Nowadays 
when an evangelistic film is released, local churches are invited to reserve the 
shows in cinemas and mobilize their church members to bring non-believers to 
36 Marasco's (2004) study on the marketing campaign of The Passion of the Christ may serve 
as reference. 
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watch the movies. In some of these screenings, churches would arrange 
speakers for testimonies or a brief gospel message sharing. Studying the 
different settings and practices for the viewing and use of evangelistic films is a 
potential pursuit. 
The above are but some possible extensions of study in the field. Again, 
since the integration of religion and media is a relatively new initiative and 






Name Gender Religious Orientation 
Alam Male Non-Christian 
Angel Female Christian 
Ching Female Non-Christian 
Chiu Male Non-Christian 
Connie Female Christian 
Cynthia Female Non-Christian 
Elaine Female Non-Christian 
Ellki Female Non-Christian 
Erica Female Christian 
Gavin Male Christian 
Heidi Female Christian 
Kas Female Christian 
Kenneth Male Non-Christian 
Ping Male Christian 
Ricky Male Non-Christian 
Thomas Male Non-Christian 
Wilson Male Christian 
Yuen Female Non-Christian 
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APPENDIX II 
Excerpts Where ‘The Box，is Featured in The Miracle Box 
(Approximate time in movie specified in boxes ) 
Occasion 1: Albert and Fan 
04.45 
IN A WARD OF THE HOSPITAL - DAY 
ALBERT 
I've read the report. Bone marrow is healing at a normal rate, and is compatible 






A few words between friends, Albert. You're a doctor yourself. The chance 
of having a relapse within 5 years is very high. Got to get your body checked 
regularly. Don't slack off. 
ALBERT 
Alright, I will. It's Jo's birthday in a few days. Ask your wife to have dinner 
with us. 
Fan wears a long face. 
ALBERT 
(continuing) 
I haven't seen her in ages. How about it? What's wrong? 
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(Albert sits next to Fan) 
Fan continues to wear a long face, not giving an answer 
05.30 
ALBERT 
(taking out a box) 









Write them down on paper, write down all your heart's burden. He'll take care 
of them for you. 
06.00 
Occasion 2a: Lok Tin (part 1) 
21.20 
IN THE GARDEN OF THE HOSPITAL - DAY 




Let me make you a rainbow box.(彩虫工化身盒) 
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Done. Now you can put in all your grieves in there, and hand it over to God, let 
Him handle them. 
NEWMAN 
A magic box huh? Those in power aren't doing so well nowadays，why not 
make a dozen of boxes and put them all in and let God handle them? What? 
Want to talk back? Your honey next to you was beaten by me as well. Rainbow 
box? Bull! 
Lok-Tin took out the pills and put it all in there. 
24.03 
Occasion 3: Albert and the delivery man 
44.58 
AT ALBERT AND JOANNA'S HOME - DAY 
46.20 
DELIVEERYMAN 
Is it curable, doc? 
ALBERT 
Yes it is. Eat healthy, go to bed early plus exercise. This way you'll be all 
energized if not invincible! 
DELIVERY MAN 
How can I sleep well? My whole family is waiting to be fed and the burden is 
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all on my shoulder! Plus the economy is not that good nowadays. And there's 
this mad cow disease and birds flu. It's getting worse each day. What a panic! 
ALBERT 
No panic. Something for you. 
(took out a box) 
This box is called.. .the all season loving box.(百年好盒）Put all your 
grievances in there. Do what you got to do today. Leave the worries of 
tomorrow for tomorrow, okay? 
The delivery man hesitated. 
The delivery man left in a more relax mood. 
47.08 
Occasion 4a; Joanna learning to appreciate the box (part 1) 
47.09 
AT ALBERT AND JOANNA'S HOME 
The couple were having dinner. 
JOANNA 
Actually I've wanted to ask you, who taught you to make those boxes? 
ALBERT 
Oh when I was in chemotherapy, the couple in the next bed taught me. Let me 
show you later. 
JOANNA 
No, I am not that dumb. 
ALBERT 
Hey who's dumb now. 
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47.29 
Occasion 4b. Joanna learning to appreciate the box (part 2) 
54.27 
AT A SHOP IN AUSTRALIA - DAY 
CLOSE-UP - A PAPER BOX IN FRONT OF A WINDOW OF A SHOP 
JOANNA 
(to the shop owner) 
The box is so pretty. 
53.30 
Occasion 2b. Lok Tin (part 2) 
54.40 
IN THE SAME GARDEN IN THE HOSPITAL - DAY 
LOK TIN 





LOK TIN took out the box, took a pill from it, and took the pill. 
NEWMAN 
(said to himself) 
He said he wouldn't take the medicine. What's with the change? 
LOK TIN took another pill. 
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ALBERT smiled at LOK TIN. 
NEWMAN smiled at himself too. 
55.17 
Occasion 5. Joanna and Albert 
62.49 
AT THE BACKYARD OF THE HOSPITAL - DAY 
WE SEE A PAINTING OF MOUNT ARARAT standing and A TENT set up 
JOANNA 
(holding Albert's hand, walked towards the tent) 
I've requested a 3-day leave from the hospital for you, and we'll go on our 
second honeymoon. Dr Lau, welcome! 
CLOSE-UP - A BOX NEXT TO THE TENT ON THE GRASS. We SEE 
ALBERT'S HAND picking up the box. 
JOANNA 
I made it specially for you. 
ALBERT 




Let me think  
(paused, took a deep breath) 
Um.. .the air in Mount Ararat is so clean. 
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63.47 
Occasion 6a. Joanna，s contemplation of Albert (part 1) 
77.14 
AT JOANNA'S HOME - DAY 
JOANNA went through some accessories at the house. 
WE SEE JOANNA'S HAND passed through the paper box, landing on the 
ring box. Then HER HAND went back to the paper box, picked it up 
instead of the ring box. 
CLOSE-UP - JOANNA holding the paper box, contemplating of Albert. 
77.43 
Occasion 6b. Joanna，s contemplation of Albert (part 2) 
79.05 
AT JOANNA'S HOME - NIGHT 
JOANNA sitting on the sofa, went through some things again. 
79.18 
JOANNA took out a paper box. 
79.27 
Occasion 7. SARS outbreak 
87.26 
IN A WARD OF THE HOSPITAL - DAY 
JOANNA 
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(Dressed in doctor's gown and mask, gave a box to a patient in bed) 




PAN - PEOPLE around the hospital holding boxes. 
87.53 
PAN - JOANNA herself lie in the patient bed, holding the box. 
Fan walked in. 
JOANNA 
Be strong, Fan. I am cheering for you here. 
FAN 
Don't worry. We'll win this battle, for sure. 
PAN - JOANNA was still holding the box on her bed, but started to grow weak. 
PARELLEL CUT - FAN left the church, left something behind him. 
89.13-89.21 
CLOSE U P - T H E BOX 
89.22 
CUT TO THE MOURNING AREA 
89.30 
FULL SHOT - MANY BOXES covered the mourning area 
90.44 
LOK TIN put a box in the mourning area JOANNA'S VOICE OVER: 
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Lok-Tin, this is as promised by your pal (Albert). God has a mission for you too. 
Go for it. 
91.01 
CLOSE UP - THE BOX, WITH HANDWRITTEN WORDS: Dr Tse, Dr Lau, 
thank you. I wish to be a good doctor. Lok-Tin. 
91.26-91.29 
FULL SHOT - BOXES covering the mourning area 
91.30 
A DOCTOR, looked frustrated, sat down next to NEWMAN. 
NEWMAN 
What's the matter, young man? Here's something good for you. 
(took out a box) 
This box. Just put all your grief in it, then let Him fix it, ok? 
NEWMAN walked towards two guys in the hospital garden. 
NEWMAN 
Why the long face again? 
(picked out a box from a plastic bag and handed to one of the men) 
For you. Put all your problems in it. 
(picked another box and hand to the other men) 




Excerpts Where ‘Nature，is Featured in The Miracle Box 
(Approximate time in movie specified in boxes ) 
Occasion 1 (Opening) 
00.30 
PAN — SUNSHINE 
PAN - TREE (BRANCHES) 
WE HEAR BIRD'S SONGS 
IN THE WARD OF THE HOSPITAL - DAY 
ALBERT 
The weather is so nice today. 




ALBERT reached out his hand towards the sunshine. 
54.12 





JOANNA walked out onto the balcony, reaching out her hand. 
JOANNA'S VOICE OVER: It is said that the rainbow is in a round shape, half 
arching on the earth, half arching in heaven. 
PARELLEL CUT - ALBERT, with TREES at the background 
ALBERT'S VOICE-OVER: When we complete our mission and leave this 
world, we will arrive the other side of the rainbow, meeting our loved ones 
again. 
PARELLEL CUT - CLOSE UP 一 JOANNA'S HAND reaching out toward the 
sunlight 
JOANNA'S VOICE OVER: And will never again be apart. 
56.24 
Occasion 4 (Ending) 
92.13 
PAN — SUNSHINE 
CLOSE UP - JOANNA enjoying the sunshine with her eyes closed 
92.34 
PAN (TWO SHOTS) - TRFF AND THE FLOWERS ON IT 
92.40 
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FULL SHOT - RAINBOW IN THE SKY, WITH A TREE UNDERNEATH and 
ALBERT holding an umbrella on a piece of grassland 
92.46 
CLOSE U P - T R E E 
CLOSE UP - ALBERT, smiling 
CLOSE UP - JOANNA, surprised 
PAN - JOANNA ran towards ALBERT 
MIDDLE SHOT - JOANNA AND ALBERT HUGGING 
CLOSE UP - JOANNA smiling 
93.31 
FULL SHOT — RAINBOW IN THE SKY, WITH A TREE UNDERNEATH and 
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